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Unrealisable

As a headline, ‘Something serious is
needed’blandly signified Jack Conrad’s
article in the last issue of Weekly Worker
(December 16) somewhat better than
the prickly strapline that editors gave
Tony Greenstein’s article the previous
week (‘Not a liquidation?’, December
9). Indeed, comrade Conrad’s riding
crop might have caught comrade
Greenstein some glancing blows, but
did not get his belligerent nag past the
Becher’s Brook realities of working
within today’s Labour Party or in its
likely future self.
To a degree it is wrong to suggest
that “the fight in the Labour Party is
over”, as comrade Conrad claims is
Tony Greenstein’s position; of course,
there are those still in the Labour Party
who might be won for Marxism. While
the Labour Party still has individual
members, we should contemplate
how Marxists might influence them.
But this is fast becoming an elusive
Pony Club trophy. Just as there was
no individual membership when the
Labour Party was established over a
century ago, a return to this position
is now one possible future that Labour
rightists are considering. The category
of ‘members’ may well be replaced by
that of ‘supporters’. Decisively, MPs
are again likely to be back in the saddle
in determining who becomes leader,
perhaps with trade union bureaucrats’
participation. But if trade unions’
involvement with the Labour Party
declines sufficiently the party could
well be wound up.
In the present situation we certainly
need to discuss whether or not ‘the
game is worth the candle’ in terms
of the amount of effort expended on
propagandising Labour Party members

- the sentiment that I expressed in
an article rendered as a long letter in
the November 4 edition. For this is
the question (and hard answers to it)
that has concerned many of the tens
of thousands who have already left
Labour and are now castigated by
comrade Conrad for their self-respect
and realism concerning outcomes.
The CPGB’s position is still to
put its eggs in the Labour basket. But
to what benefit? For socialist and
Marxist activists, the difficulties in
trying to develop campaigns and ideas
in the Labour Party are manifold and
growing greater. Raising a head above
the parapet invites having it cut off by
the bureaucracy. Every indicator shows
that the right wing, now thoroughly in
control, brooks no dissent from the
left. Those who consider themselves
on the left who challenge the right
face disciplinary action to shut them
up, up to and including expulsion.
Left comrades must risk being martyrs
or self-censor what they say and do:
there are no alternatives. For those
who stay this is a recipe for creeping
social-democratisation - for becoming
Labourites.
Those who hold or have held elected
positions within the Labour Party in
recent years are just as hamstrung and
under attack as other party members.
A minor aside: as a branch secretary
who emailed members to discuss
Corbyn’s suspension, I was dobbed out
by a fifth columnist and barred without
notice from the centrally controlled
email system by an unelected regional
bureaucrat. Members are cowed into
obedience and obeisance … or they
leave.
Comrade Conrad still states that
“Labour needs be refounded as a united
front of a special kind and politically
armed with a Marxist programme and
put under a tried and tested Marxist
leadership”. Really, this is pie in the
sky. Maybe as a turn of phrase it is
useful to express what must be this

Fighting fund
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We’re back!

elcome to the first edition
of the Weekly Worker for
2022. After our two-week winter
break, we’re pleased to be back
in action once more.
However, I have to start with
some bad news. I’m afraid we
fell rather short of meeting our
final fighting fund target for
2021, which is set at £2,250 a
month. Although the last two
weeks of the year saw donations
worth £1,195 coming our way,
that only took the final total for
December up to £1,969. In other
words, we didn’t even make the
previous monthly target, which
we raised by £250 a few weeks
earlier.
And we do need it. Despite
shutting down for two weeks we
pay our hard working printer a
fixed standing order every month
and that includes our two annual
breaks in summer and winter. So,
yes, we did save on stamps - but
not on printing, rent, council tax,
etc.
Mind you, we’re well aware
of the main reasons for this. First,
you didn’t have me nagging you
for the last two weeks (!) and,
secondly, it’s the time of year
when comrades have got lots of
other things on their minds. But
thanks all the same to those who
did contribute - not just SK, KB
and PM for their three-figure
monthly standing orders, but
MM and GB (£75), JC (£70), JT
(£60), BK, JT, EW, LC and DB

(£50 each), TR (£40), MD (£25),
DG and MW (£20), GT (£15),
AR and VP (£10) and TT (£6).
And how could I forget comrade
Hassan, who handed his usual
tenner to one of our comrades?
But now we must aim to
make up as much ground as we
can in January and after just
five days I’m pleased to report
that we already have £311 in the
kitty, thanks to no fewer than 20
standing orders. Five of them from OG (£14), GB, BH and CP
(£10), plus JS (£6) - are either
new or increased payments from
comrades who have responded to
our recent appeal for SOs. Then
there are AC (£60), FK (£35),
CG (£30), II and SJ (£20 each),
not to mention comrades DC,
AN, LW, MT, BG, PS, MM, DI,
YM and TM, who all contributed
smaller donations.
But it’s not just standing
orders. A good few of the
comrades who chipped in at
the end of December did so via
PayPal. And we even got one
cheque! Either way, let’s make
sure we build on those first five
days and smash though that
£2,250 target this time.
If you want to help, you know
what to do! l
Robbie Rix
Fill in a standing order form
(back page), donate via our
website, or send cheques,
payable to Weekly Worker

universe’s most unlikely outcome, and
consequently that today’s Labour Party
is of no earthly use to human liberation.
But it disarms revolutionaries if taken
seriously as a way forward. The right
will never allow such a prospect to be
discussed and would rather dissolve
it than see such a turn of events.
Eurocommunist reactionaries and their
rightist allies in the old CPGB had no
compunction about closing down that
asset of the working class in Britain,
mightily flawed though it was.
We revolutionaries cannot use
Labour as entryists of yore crudely
tried to do, magnifying our relatively
small size, as it is at this time, to ‘punch
above our weight’. Wherever we
work, fight, propagandise and agitate,
ideologically we shall always punch
above our numerical weight because
of the strength of Marxist ideas and
the consequent potential they hold
for organising the working class for
revolution. But there is no short cut
through parasitical attachment to the
Labour Party: it is an unrealisable
project.
Jim Moody
email

Stalin socialism

I don’t think Paul Flewers will have
done the sales of his new book much
good, given his review article, ‘A
Stalinist school of development?’
(December 2). He chose to review a
most obscure tract produced in 1979
by an equally obscure “defunct semiMaoist organisation” on the alleged
“state collectivist” nature of the Soviet
Union.
I find it faintly and quaintly
amusing how the ultra-left have
developed an entire industry devoted
to ‘understanding’ the nature of the
Soviet Union, using every device
possible to avoid the dreaded word
‘socialism’. This ultra-left industry
was, of course, symbiotically linked to
the cold war and the CIA-funded antiSoviet academic establishment, which
also tried to ‘analyse’ Soviet society to
death - all with a purpose of depicting
it as some form of dread or freak
formation, to be feared, hated and
opposed. Many of those academics,
of course, had history in the Trotskyist
and Maoist milieu.
I am pleased that Moshé Machover,
John Fantham and Flewers himself do
not claim the USSR was capitalist or
state-capitalist - that would obviously
be a nonsense - but they defy basic
Marxism and historical materialism by
attempting to deny it was socialist.
They set up something of a
straw person to define socialism as
“proletarian control over the means of
production and distribution, and over
all areas of life”, knowing full well no
socialist society in the 20th and 21st
centuries has yet been able to meet
that definition. Yes, a fully democratic
socialist society, which that implies, is
one of the fundamental objectives of
such societies and towards which they
must make progress. I would argue that
failure to make such progress in the
USSR from the 1960s was at the heart
of the negative and crisis phenomena
which emerged from the mid-1970s
and ultimately produced the collapse
in 1991. The writers, however, seem
to think socialism is going to be a
‘shining city of the hill’, gleaming gold
and running with milk and honey.
In contrast, Marx famously
described early socialist society in this
way: “… what we have to deal with
here is a communist society, not as it
has developed on its own foundations,
but, on the contrary, just as it emerges
from capitalist society; which is thus in
every respect, economically, morally
and intellectually, still stamped with
the birthmarks of the old society from
whose womb it emerges”. Equally
the women and men who are called
on to build socialism are products of

centuries of class-divided society, with
all the negative consequences of that.
It takes time for socialist society to
establish, build, develop, evolve and
gradually move towards the higher
forms of relations, which would more
represent our ideals of socialism and
communism.
In debating “state collectivism”, in
my view the writers are looking at form
rather than content or, in more classic
Marxist terms, the superstructure
rather than the determining economic
base. We need to look at (1) who owns
the means of production, distribution,
exchange, communications, etc and
(2) in whose fundamental interests is
society and the economy being run.
Following mass collectivisations of
agriculture and mass industrialisation
led by the public sector, by the early
1930s it is clear that state property was
the dominant economic formation.
Who controlled this state? Yes, there
was a bureaucracy somewhat set apart
from the mass working class and made
up of people with special powers
and privileges, but I do not believe
this amounted to a distinct class, let
alone an exploiting one. Essentially, it
was the Communist Party, operating
throughout all aspects of the economy,
civil society, state, military, security
apparatus, etc, which was in control. If
this was a ruling class, it was the most
democratic ruling class in history,
being recruited and replenished from
the best in all fields of Soviet society.
In whose interests was Soviet
society run? Well, for working people,
the rights both to work and to rest were
guaranteed, everyone had decent, safe
and secure (if somewhat cramped
and shared) housing at very low
rents. Universal and free education
ensured the Soviet people became the
most literate, qualified and cultured
population in the world. Gender
equality was delivered in practice.
Comprehensive welfare provision was
in place for the sick, old, disabled and
very young. There was comprehensive,
high-quality, free health provision
for everyone in all settings and with
a strong emphasis on public health
and prevention of disease and illness.
Public amenities, utilities and services
were provided at negligible or zero
cost. The USSR itself excelled in world
technology, especially in the fields of
space and the military, and excelled in
cultural development and sport.
Anyone with any knowledge,
let alone experience, of the Soviet
Union knows it was the opposite of an
“atomised”, “freak” or “an abortion”
of a society, as Jack Conrad has often
claimed. People, especially after the
war, were content, happy and confident
in their country, their economic and
social system. They could see their
basic and higher needs were being
met, and living and other standards
consistently improving further over
time. Soviet society was integrated,
comfortable, cohesive and collective.
This was not an economy and
society run in the interests of a small,
exploiting minority against the basic
interests of the working people, as is
the case under capitalism. Capitalism
simply couldn’t function if it provided
the working class with the social and
economic rights and benefits available
under the Soviet Union.
Already by the 1930s there was
evidence of a new Soviet people
emerging under socialism - a
process of formation accelerated and
intensified somewhat by the “great
purges” of 1937-38, which can be seen
in retrospect, and despite their negative
aspects, as having helped promote
and develop a new cultured Soviet
intelligentsia by ‘clearing away a lot of
the old crap’, ‘people of the past’, and
seeing a new Soviet people forged in
the heat of the class struggle.
So what went wrong? I have
previously made clear my view this was

the failure of Soviet socialism to renew
itself, from the mid-1960s, including
through major democratisation and a
deepening of popular participation in
the economy and society. A great deal
of the required direction of travel was
set out in the 1961 CPSU programme.
It was the failure to implement this in
all aspects, including within the party,
which ultimately led to the stagnation
in the 1970s and 80s, growing negative
and crisis phenomena in economy and
society. The result was the slowing
of economic growth, the poor
quality of many products, especially
consumer goods, a lack of choice,
actual shortages of some basic items,
alienation, absenteeism, alcohol abuse
and a growing separation between
the bureaucratic elite, including the
Communist Party, and the mass of
working people.
I don’t think Soviet socialism
can be reduced to being simply a
“Stalinist socioeconomic formation”.
It was clearly much more than that and
much more universal in relevance as a
model for socialist development out of
backward capitalism - although Stalin
and his rule were important in shaping
a number of key features and aspects
of the Soviet model.
We do need to advocate, popularise
and campaign for a socialism that
is fully democratic, participatory,
pluralistic in all aspects and involving
the whole working people in the
running of society. Soviet socialism
was clearly not this end point, but was
nonetheless a tremendous advance
for the working people of Russia,
and indeed the world, away from the
monarchy, feudalism, capitalism and
imperialism from which it emerged.
It could and should have progressed
towards the more ideal model of
socialism and communism I believe
the majority of us share. It did not and
with the consequences we all know
about. But we should not dismiss the
very real experience and achievements
of Soviet socialism, we should build on
them towards a socialism relevant and
required for the 21st century and for
the future of humanity and our planet.
Andrew Northall
Kettering

Learn lessons

Whenever I have read about the
Russian Revolution I have always
been disappointed about the way the
communist parties in Britain (there are
more than six now) viewed Trotsky in
such an anti-trusting way. This is also
the case with Lenin.
Lenin and Trotsky have come to
be viewed in an uncomfortable light
and this must be understood in order
to counter (and, of course, with much
scrutiny) the idea that you don’t make
revolutions by baking cakes. In this
tragic period, in which starvation, war
and foreign invasion made it difficult
to put into practice a meaningful
ideological theory, it may turn out
that the serious hardship experienced
among the masses is a friend of
socialism - for a temporary period!
I have read with both horror and
anger about the torture and killing of
Lenin’s close colleagues over such a
short space of time by the Communist
Party under Stalin - Zinoviev,
Kamenev, Bukharin, to name just a few,
not to mention the millions that died in
the development of Stalinism. Lenin’s
last testament served as a warning
against Stalin, yet the bureaucracy was
in Stalin’s favour. It was a similar type
of bureaucracy as under capitalism,
which the Communist Party was
supposed to be against, demonstrating
that the state system needed to be
controlled at the lowest level.
Trotsky was warned about
factionalism and in 1921 there was the
ban on factions, so he was unable to
challenge the bureaucracy. Workers’
democracy was supposed to have been
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installed in Russia - it was essential
to implement the party programme.
There needs to be workers’ control
over those in government. No matter
how basic this idea is, it should have
been the nucleus!
The price for getting this wrong
has been all too obvious. How would
things have been different, had Lenin
lived? Dictatorship was already
prevalent in the early days following
the revolution. Why? This is a whole
chapter in communism that is so
uncomfortable. If we are to create
a system and society in which the
workers are free of oppression, we
must make sure we ourselves don’t
turn into the oppressor!
Ian Reynolds
email

Punishment

So, Ghislaine Maxwell is convicted
and will be sentenced. She is 60 now
and so will presumably follow the
US path of being given another 60
(or more) years in prison. There is
speculation that she may cut a deal and
grass up all the men involved: after all,
she was a ‘procurer’, so what about
all those she ‘procured’ for - not just
Epstein.
One might suppose that the
authorities would rather the fuss dies
down and everyone forgets about it,
rather than roping in any major US
figures or minor European royal. If
she’s got any sense then she already
has a document or flash drive in the
safe of her lawyers (with numerous
copies elsewhere) in case ‘anything
happens to her’.
There’s no doubting the sort of
‘moral glow’ among some onlookers,
especially in the press, that she will be
getting her ‘just deserts’ - whatever
they are. She will be punished, but
for whose satisfaction? The young
women involved may be pleased, but
will it help them in any way going
forward?
This was a high-profile case and so
the powers that be may be glad to show
the world that ‘nobody is above the
law’ - much as they could crow over
Harvey Weinstein. But I think it mostly
provides a little cover for reality.
Sex trafficking is, and has been,
a blot on the landscape all over the
world for - how long? Years, centuries,

millennia? Along with ‘voluntary’
prostitution by women who have
families to feed. The Maxwell case
will change nothing here. In fact, it’s a
diversion from the underlying causes
of these events.
Why did someone like Epstein
have the extreme wealth to be able to
indulge his practices? How is it that
some girls and young women can
be drawn into these scenarios. I’m
reminded of a recent documentary on
TV about Jimmy Savile and the way
he could entice young girls into his
dressing room on Top of the pops, to
perhaps meet a ‘star’.
We’re not looking at ‘justice’
here. Apparently, almost half those in
federal prisons at the moment are there
for drug offences - which to me means
that most of them shouldn’t be there at
all. US prisons in general are there for
the profit of their private owners, who
treat their inmates (and their staff) like
dirt, as seen for instance in the fact that
the Covid epidemic has been sweeping
the holding sites.
There are vast numbers in US jails
who are on remand, but cannot afford
bail; there are still remnants of the
Black Panthers doing their decades
in solitary confinement; and then
we have Guantanamo. So, no, this is
not about justice. American ‘justice’
has no more validity than American
‘democracy’.
But should Maxwell be punished?
For whose satisfaction? I would guess
that she presents no further danger to
girls or young women, though someone
might keep an eye open. There are
individuals who need to be caged for
life: famous locals would include, Ian
Brady, Fred West and Dennis Nilsen,
all now deceased. Though they should
be locked up, it would be for our safety,
not ‘punishment’ for their sins.
The safety of young women and girls
would be better attended to by social
change to remove their vulnerability and
I can’t see either the American courts or
their British counterparts doing much in
that direction.
Jim Nelson
email

Possibility

Boris Johnson’s premiership is selfdestructing under a mass of sleaze
and incompetence.

Online Communist Forum

Sunday January 16 5pm

What do we want: a mass Communist
Party or a broad left socialist movement?
Speakers:
Tony Greenstein and Jack Conrad
Register in advance each week at:
communistparty.co.uk/ocf-register
Organised by CPGB: communistparty.co.uk and
Labour Party Marxists: www.labourpartymarxists.org.uk
For further information, email Stan Keable at
Secretary@labourpartymarxists.org.uk

There may be moves within the
Tory Party in the spring from the
‘men in grey suits’ - aka the Tory
backbench 1922 Committee - to
replace Boris with current chancellor
Rishi Sunak. Other runners and riders
for the premiership are likely to
include current foreign secretary Liz
Truss and health secretary Sajid Javid.
Jeremy Hunt may also throw his hat
in the ring again.
The longer Boris is in post, the
more damage he’ll be doing to the
Tory ‘brand’. Hence why Labour
leader Sir Keir Starmer is not too
keen to call for Boris’s resignation.
However, I, like other correspondents
to this paper, would like to know
more about what Labour stands for
and what changes Labour would
make in office.
It is therefore correct to call for
the public ownership of the six big
energy companies, along with public
transport. I would add that Labour
should also commit itself to building
one million new council houses,
which would work out at around
1,500 houses in each constituency. I
would also add that Labour should
commit itself to raising the minimum
wage, without any age exemptions,
to £15 an hour. This should be linked
to the call to open the books of all
companies, together with tax credits
for small businesses, shopkeepers and
farmers, to help pay for a £15-an-hour
wage.
Whilst Keir Starmer hasn’t the
charisma of Tony Blair, we must
remember that Clement Attlee didn’t
have much charisma either, but he led
Labour to a great victory in 1945. A
Labour government is possible.
John Smithee
Cambridgeshire

Reconciliation

Following the death of Desmond Tutu,
the media only tangentially mentioned
the now controversial South African
Truth and Reconciliation Commission
(TRC).
Particularly for those outside
South Africa, the TRC was originally
wildly praised as a way of unifying
the country after the years of horror
of apartheid. A PhD thesis (not as
yet published, but it should be) casts
some doubt on both the process and
the product of the commission. There
was an overly romantic notion of the
healing power of the TRC, according
to the writer - a South African who was
able to interview many who testified
in their own African languages. This
makes a difference to what they would
have said - firstly because they were
able to exactly express their thoughts,
and secondly because they obviously
felt comfortable in saying what they
thought without worrying about what
an outsider to their community might
think.
The TRC was set up quickly and
without much infrastructure (no office,
etc). The commission invited people
to volunteer to testify, but not much
thought was given to who might come
forward, and in the event many people
found themselves hearing about it
from neighbours, community contacts,
etc. The sessions were conceived as
being not for vengeance or retaliation,
but for reparation and forgiveness.
No thought was given to the
psychological effects of having to
testify in front of television and a
national audience. Survivors (they do
not like the term ‘victims’) were asked
to open old wounds, but in return for
what?
The TRC was set up ostensibly
for one side to offer forgiveness, but
without apology. Amnesty was offered
in exchange for “full” disclosure,
including of torture and murder.
This appeared to reflect a religious
propensity towards forgiveness being
in itself cathartic. However, the results
were obviously not considered to be
quite so sanguine because, prior to
the sessions, promises were made by

the TRC to those willing to testify.
Survivors were offered, among other
things, free education for their children,
houses and money. Above all, they
believed their stories would be heard.
But, apart from that, the promises
disappeared with the TRC itself.
President Mbeki originally offered
R100,000 per person over six years.
He later rescinded this, saying the
government had no money, but the
survivors/testifiers were not told and
only heard of it through the media. For
them, the TRC was not the unifying,
cathartic experience its supporters,
including Desmond Tutu, had hoped.
One of the promises made was
that the bodies of many who had
been abducted/murdered would
be recovered after full disclosure
and then a proper burial would be
available. With the exception of three
of the parents of young men abducted,
this simply didn’t happen. Since the
perpetrators were not expected to
apologise, there was no compulsion
on them to explain totally either.
What “full” meant in the phrase “full

disclosure” became a moveable feast.
In general, those who had testified
felt afterwards that the TRC had
promised much and delivered little.
There was no assessment of the
structural injustices of apartheid.
Focusing on individuals and not the
victimisation of whole communities
meant to them that their struggles had
been in vain. In addition many felt
that, if white people were not prepared
to share resources, if black people
were not on the same level as whites,
neither reconciliation nor forgiveness
was possible. They felt, in effect, that
they were being asked to forgive the
unforgivable.
The ANC Freedom Charter states:
“The country will never be prosperous
and free until all people live in
brotherhood, enjoying equal rights and
opportunities.” Many of those who
testified know this is not coming to
pass in the South Africa of today, and
feel that in the TRC the perpetrators
won in the end.
Gaby Rubin
London

Saturday January 8 - Sunday January 9

Online Communist University

The party that
we need

Saturday 10am

Party and programme: why the
contemporary left fails to take
programme seriously
Speaker: Kevin Bean

Saturday 2pm

1910 and all that: the republic,
the mass strike and the curse of
reformism
Speaker: Ben Lewis

Saturday 6pm

The Labour Party and its limits:
why Labour can never substitute
for a Communist Party
Speaker: Jack Conrad

Sunday 10am

How broad‑frontism requires
top‑down bureaucratic controls
Speaker: Mike Macnair

Sunday 2pm

The party we need and
internationalism
Speaker: Yassamine Mather

Sunday 6pm

COP26, climate crisis and the
necessity of a Communist Party
Speaker: Tam Dean Burn
Register for each session at
communistuniversity.uk/communist-university-winter-2022
Organised by CPGB: communistparty.co.uk and
Labour Party Marxists: www.labourpartymarxists.org.uk
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TEXAS

Disarray over abortion

Anne McShane looks at the right’s assault on abortion in the US, the DSA’s abstentionism and the shameful
record of what still passes for the left

A

s a young woman in Ireland
in the 1980s, I longed for the
legal rights that women in
the US enjoyed. While Irish society
was pervaded with a culture of
institutionalised misogyny, life in the
US seemed much freer. How things
have changed!
Today women’s rights in the US
are under unprecedented attack.
In the line of fire for Christian
fundamentalist politicians is the US
Supreme Court 1973 decision of Roe
v Wade. This decision protected a
woman’s right to have an abortion
as a key aspect of her constitutional
right to privacy. The decision was a
huge advance in establishing abortion
rights across the US. However, it was
not an absolute right, and politicians
could still invade a woman’s privacy
for regulation purposes if it was ‘in
the public interest’. In essence Roe
v Wade weighed the constitutional
rights of the woman against issues
of foetal viability. This, of course,
has been its greatest weakness in
terms of women’s rights. But up to
recently it still meant that abortion
was available for at least the first 20
weeks of pregnancy in all US states.
On September 1 2021, however,
the state of Texas launched a major
challenge to the status quo, by
enacting Senate Bill 8 (SB8) - a
law which bans abortion after six
weeks of pregnancy. The statute
stated in its introduction that “this is
to be known as the Texas heartbeat
law”. The name refers to the point
at around six weeks’ gestation when
the embryo’s cardiac activity can
first be detected by an ultrasound.
The law claims that “fetal heartbeat
has become a key medical predictor
that an unborn child will reach live
birth” and that “the pregnant woman
has a compelling interest in knowing
the likelihood of her unborn child
surviving to full-term birth, based on
the presence of cardiac activity”.
Of course, this is a lot of nonsense.
As all doctors know, an embryo at
this stage of pregnancy does not have
a heart. US doctors have protested
that even to call it a foetus is wrong,
and it is certainly not an “unborn
child”. Dr Nisha Verma, physician in
abortion services and member of the
American College of Obstetricians
and Gynaecologists, told The Texas
Tribune that “the activity measured
on an ultrasound in early gestation
is electrical impulses, not a true
heartbeat”. In fact, “the sound that
we hear at that point is actually
manufactured by the ultrasound
machine”.1 And this electrical
activity is not used by doctors as a
medical indicator that the embryo
will survive the pregnancy.
As Dr Jennifer Kerns - an
obstetrician and gynaecologist,
and professor at the University of
Chicago - states,

There is nothing specific and
meaningful and relevant about the
detection of cardiac activity at this
gestation that implies anything
that’s relevant for women’s
health or for pregnancies. It is
one indicator - among many
indicators - that a pregnancy may
or may not be progressing with
some expected milestones.2
In fact miscarriage is common,
particularly at such an early stage.
The law effectively means a total
prohibition on abortion in Texas,
since the majority of women do
not discover they are pregnant until
at least six weeks have passed.

up, including leading Democrats,
which has organised anti-Trump
events. Looking at the reports and
photographs of the marches, it is
evident that these protests mobilised
far more than middle class feminist
America, and included large
numbers of working class women
and men. Participants appeared
angry, determined and militant.
It is very disappointing that
the leadership of the Democratic
Socialists of America did not call
for the active participation of all
members in the protests. Indeed its
Socialist Feminist Working Group
publicly condemned the events in
advance and declared that the DSA:

Texas is the focus of attack
The law divests the Texas state of
responsibility for enforcing the law
and allows private individuals to
sue abortion providers or those who
assist the procurement of an abortion.
This is an apparently effective way
of getting around Roe v Wade.
The Federal Department of
Justice and Planned Parenthood has
challenged the law in the Supreme
Court. Arguing on its behalf, solicitor
general Elizabeth Prelogar stated
that Texas had designed SB8 “to
thwart the supremacy of federal law,
in open defiance of our constitutional
structure”. While

belief is that the court will allow
Mississippi to impose the ban. The
Guttmacher Institute warns that this
will encourage even greater reaction:

states are free to ask this court
to reconsider its constitutional
precedents …, they are not free
to place themselves above this
court, nullify the court’s decisions
in their borders and block the
judicial review necessary to
vindicate federal rights.3

There are a number of states with
bans ready to take effect, including
pre-1973 bans never removed from
state statute books despite Roe v
Wade.
It is clear that the US is deeply
divided at the political level, and has
been for many years. Roe v Wade
has survived many challenges, but,
now that the Supreme Court has a
conservative majority, its chances
of survival are slim. Former vicepresident Mike Pence boasted
recently: “We may well be on the
verge of an era when the Supreme
Court sends Roe v Wade to the ash
heap of history, where it belongs”.
He called on the Supreme Court to
“make history”.6 Arizona has now
asked for the court to allow its ban
on abortion of foetuses with genetic
abnormalities. The Republicancontrolled Florida legislature is
actively pushing to reduce the time
limit for abortion from 24 weeks to
six, in a law modelled on the Texas
one.
Moves to take advantage of the
retreat on abortion rights are being
formulated and the right is organised.

But, while allowing a legal challenge
to be brought against SB8, the
Supreme Court refused to block
it taking effect in the interim. The
conservative majority is flexing its
muscles in the manner hoped for by
Donald Trump.
This has all resulted in enormous
suffering for Texan women, who
already have had to cope with a
month-long ban on abortion in 2020
ordered by state governor Greg
Abbott as part of his Covid executive
measures. The Guttmacher Institute,
which campaigns for reproductive
rights worldwide, reports that Texan
women now make up 80% of those
seen at Oklahoma abortion facilities.
The Austin Women’s Health Centre
noted on October 28 2021 that:
Many Texans are trying to scrape
together thousands of dollars to
travel out of state, take time off
work, and arrange childcare and
transportation. Many Texans are
self-managing their abortions.
And
tragically,
countless
Texans are being forced to carry
pregnancies against their will.
This burden will fall hardest on
black, Latinx and indigenous
people, undocumented people
and low-income Texans, who
will face the most severe barriers
to accessing care out of state and
will face disproportionate harm
from the law.4
There is an even more important case
before the Supreme Court - Dobbs v
Jackson Women’s Health Centre,
involving a ban by Mississippi on
abortion after 15 weeks. Arguments
were heard on December 1 and the

If Roe were overturned or
fundamentally weakened, 21
states have laws or constitutional
amendments already in place that
would make them certain to ban
abortion as quickly as possible.
Anti-abortion policymakers in
several of these states have also
indicated that they will introduce
legislation modelled after the
Texas six-week abortion ban.5

Opposition

Health professionals and abortion
providers are, of course, protesting.
Polls show that the majority of US
citizens do not want restrictions on
abortion. Monmouth University
recently conducted a national
survey, in which 54% of participants
disagreed with the Supreme Court
allowing the Texan ban to remain in
place, while another 90% disagreed
with private persons being able to sue
abortion providers. Another poll by
NPR/PBS/Marist found that six out
of 10 Americans opposed a ban after
six weeks, which “includes 59% of
Republicans, 61% of Democrats and
53% of independents”.7
On October 2 a reported 660
protests took place across the US
against the attacks on abortion.
They were called by Women’s
March, a liberal feminist lash-

… cannot endorse the Women’s
March. Previous controversies
associated
with
Women’s
March leadership have shown
a bias for creating space for
cisgender, white women, leaving
BIPOC, transgender and other
marginalised women out of
the conversation. The Socialist
Feminist Working Group believes
that women and non-binary
people from all backgrounds need
to be included and welcome to
participate in the work for total
women’s liberation. In addition,
as socialists we believe that in
order to achieve a non-patriarchal
society the capitalist system
must be abolished - a view that
is not supported by the Women’s
March organisers. Therefore, the
working group cannot say in good
faith that socialist feminism will
be fought for at the march.
An article by Natalia Tylim and
Emma Wilde Botta in Tempest,
a publication on the DSA left,
condemned the DSA’s boycott as a
missed opportunity, which left the
liberal feminist agenda unchallenged:
“By abstaining from the marches,
we forgo the opportunity to pose
an alternative to the liberal BS
from the front of the march.”8
Another article from the Reform and
Revolution caucus castigated the
working group’s excuse that socialist
feminism would not be fought for on
the marches:
This will certainly not happen
if socialist forces abstain from
taking part in mass events such as
these. It is an especially sectarian
stand, coming from a group
which is part of a multi-tendency
organisation
representing
a
number of different socialist
trends and political influences.9
The DSA leadership has remained
silent, and does not appear to have
chastised the SF working group. This
suggests a problem at the heart of the
organisation, resulting in effective
demobilisation of protests and the
demoralisation and fragmentation
of those members and chapters who
have been campaigning on the issue.
It is too often the case that socialist
leaders - even those who consider
themselves champions of women’s
rights - buckle to opportunist
pressure. In Ireland I have witnessed
leaders of the Socialist Workers
Party and Socialist Party dismiss
the demand for a woman’s right
to choose as ‘too divisive’, when
it came to winning elections. Of
course, when public opinion shifted
in support of abortion rights in 2018,
these brave leaders decided it was
safe to mention the demand.
Similarly, the SWP in Britain

has shown how easily demands for
women’s rights can be dropped.
From 2003-07 it was involved
with George Galloway and the
Muslim Association of Britain in the
popular frontist formation, Respect.
Galloway, now of the Workers
Party of Britain, was a well-known
opponent of abortion, as was MAB.
Leading members of the SWP
continually fought our attempts to
have Respect adopt a principled prochoice stance. At a pre-conference
meeting on October 8 2004, longtime SWPer Gareth Jenkins argued
that “Respect should not campaign
for an extension of abortion rights
- ie, making the right to choose a
reality”. I added at the time:
You cannot help but wonder
how the SWP proposes to put its
own politics into practice when
it refuses to put them forward in
the organisation that is its main
field of activity. Maybe principle
is now considered a private matter
for SWP members.10
At the SWP’s Marxism event the
previous year, Lindsey German - a
self-declared ‘staunch fighter for
women’s emancipation’ - had laid the
ground by demanding that demands
for women’s and gay rights should
not be treated as “shibboleths”.11 In
other words, they were expendable,
and if necessary could be dropped.
At the 2004 Respect conference,
Lindsey German and John Rees
(then leading SWPers and now
Counterfire) presented a shameful
compromise.
They
countered
our motion for “a woman’s right
to choose” with a meaningless
declaration of opposition to all
oppression, and a statement that
Respect MPs would not seek to
change the current legislative
position on abortion. Consequently
Respect’s election materials omitted
any mention of either abortion
rights or gay rights.
I have given these examples
to illustrate where sidelining
this important question leads. A
woman’s right to choose is not a
feminist demand, but one that all
socialists must fight for as part of a
Marxist programme, recognising the
centrality of women’s emancipation
to our universal liberation l

Notes
1. www.texastribune.org/2021/09/02/texas-

abortion-heartbeat-bill.
2. www.npr.org/sections/healthshots/2021/09/02/1033727679/fetalheartbeat-isnt-a-medical-term-but-its-stillused-in-laws-on-abortion.
3. edition.cnn.com/2021/12/10/politics/texasabortion-law-scotus/index.html.
4. www.austinwomenshealth.com/texas-sb-8qa-with-austin-womens-health-center.
5. www.guttmacher.org/article/2021/10/26states-are-certain-or-likely-ban-abortionwithout-roe-heres-which-ones-and-why.
6. www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/supremecourt-mississippi-abortion-case-oralarguments-2021-12-01.
7. www.npr.org/2021/10/04/1042454835/theprovisions-in-texas-restrictive-abortion-laware-not-popular-an-npr-poll-fin; and
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8. www.tempestmag.org/2021/10/alone-ina-crowd.
9. reformandrevolution.org/2021/10/12/
debate-should-dsas-socialist-feminist-workgroup-have-supported-protests-organized-bythe-womens-march.
10. ‘An issue that cannot be ducked’ Weekly
Worker October 13 2004: weeklyworker.
co.uk/worker/548/an-issue-that-cannot-beducked.
11. ‘No compromise on sexism and
homophobia’ Weekly Worker July 9 2003:
weeklyworker.co.uk/worker/488/nocompromise-on-sexism-and-homophobia.
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USA

Failed with flying colours

Contemporary US capitalism has shown a complete inability to renew itself through reform, argues Jim Creegan

I

t has been almost impossible for
Americans to pick up a newspaper
or access an online news feed for
the past six months without being
assailed by the doleful countenance
of Joe Manchin. The Democratic
senator from West Virginia has
been reeling off one lame pretext
after another for refusing to vote for
Biden’s signature Build Back Better
bill, as originally written.
Over that same period, Biden and
Congressional Democrats spared no
effort to whittle down the legislation
to make it acceptable to Manchin
and his fellow rightwing Democratic
senator, Kyrsten Sinema of Arizona,
who together held the power to kill
the bill by withholding their votes.
As major provisions were steadily
compromised away, it became
apparent that the bill to emerge
from this process would be no more
than a hollowed-out semblance of
the one first introduced. Then, on
December 19, the bombshell hit:
Manchin announced on Fox television
that he would not support the bill
in any form, thereby dooming the
Democrats’ major legislative effort and perhaps the Biden presidency.
Biden’s legislative gambit first
took the form of an omnibus measure,
including both a renovation of the
country’s physical infrastructure
and a significant expansion of cleanenergy programmes and the welfare
state. A political process then took
place which allowed the capitalist
class to take from the proposed
legislation the provisions it deemed
desirable, and dispense with the rest.
First, the proposal was divided
into two. The physical infrastructure
part became a separate $1.2 trillion
bill. It garnered the support of the
country’s leading business groups
and was passed in the Senate over
the summer with the votes of all
Democrats and 19 Republicans
willing to defy Trump, who
counselled opposition to all Biden
initiatives. The welfare-state and
most clean-energy measures took
the form of a second proposal, which
became known as the Build Back
Better Act (BBB), with an original
price tag of $3.5 trillion, to be
spent over 10 years, and paid for by
increasing taxes on corporations and
the wealthy.1
This measure was opposed by all
Republicans in both chambers, the
National Chamber of Commerce,
Business Roundtable, and an army
of corporate lobbyists. House
Democrats, with the initial support
of Biden and House speaker Nancy
Pelosi, sought to exert leverage
by vowing not to vote on the
infrastructure bill alone in the lower
chamber, but only in tandem with
BBB. This would then go to the
Senate for approval, which would
require the votes of all 50 Democrats.
But if Biden and the Democrats
were not willing to pass one bill
without the other, why had they
allowed the original, single initiative
to be bifurcated in the first place?
It would be a mistake to ascribe
this manoeuvre to mere political
trickery on the part of a Democratic
leadership looking for a way to
renege on BBB. They had staked far
too much of their reputation upon
their ability to pass legislation that
they could call transformative.
Biden knew, however, that he
faced formidable opposition within
his own party, led by Manchin and
Sinema, who had the power to deny
him the 50 Senate votes required for
the bill’s passage, and were objecting
to many of BBB’s major welfare-

Joes: Biden and Manchin
state and tax-the-rich provisions
without specifying what it would
take to get their support. Although
Biden’s tactical thinking can only be
guessed at, it is not unreasonable to
assume he believed that he, through
a more protracted negotiation within
his own party, could deploy his
executive authority and vaunted
deal-making skills to persuade the
recalcitrant duo to vote for a pareddown proposal that he could still sell
to the electorate as game-changing.
He was wrong. He only became
aware of his miscalculation,
however, after he allowed Manchin
- who became obstructionist-inchief - to strip down almost beyond
recognition the broad reformist
blueprint the president initially
submitted.

Cut to pieces

In its final ill-fated version, funding
for the BBB had been cut in half,
down to $1.75 trillion from the
$3.5 trillion first proposed. Now on
the Congressional cutting-room floor
were:
n government
negotiation
of
prescription drug prices with big
pharma - far and away the measure’s
most popular item;
n expansion of Medicare benefits to
include dental and vision care; now
only the least expensive of enhanced
benefits - a hearing cover - remained;
n 12 weeks compulsory family leave
for childbirth and serious illness - at
first reduced to four weeks, then
eliminated entirely;
n a cover for the first two years
of community college, the major
educational resource of poor and
minority youth;
n the bill’s major environmental
provision, the Clean Energy
Performance Plan, which would
have imposed financial penalties
upon electric companies that make
use of fossil-fuel sources, leaving
only much weaker tax credits as
incentives for utilities and energy
giants to help rescue the planet from
destruction.
The more robust of the tax
increases on corporations and the
rich also fell by the wayside. Gone
now were:
n a proposed rise in the corporate tax
rate from 21% to 26.5% - replaced
by a minimum corporate tax of 15%,
applied to corporations with over
$1 billion in annual profits over three
years;
n a tax increase on the top personal

income bracket from the current 37%
to 39.6% (the rate was 70% as late as
1981, before the ‘Reagan revolution’
took effect) and an added 3% surtax
on individuals with an income of
over $5 million; Now the rate on the
top income layer would remain the
same and there would only be a 5%
surtax on annual incomes of more
than $10 million and an additional
3% for incomes over $25 million;
these taxes would affect only the
wealthiest 0.02% of Americans;
n a rise in the tax on capital gains
from 20% to 25%; it would now
remain unchanged;
n a return of the tax exemption for
gifts and estates to $5 million from
the increased $11.75 exemption
passed under Donald Trump; the
Trump-enacted exemption increase
would now remain in effect;
n restrictions on the amount of taxfree money high earners can stash
in individual retirement accounts
- a favourite tax dodge and source
of interest income for the rich; such
restrictions were eliminated entirely.
Of the popular social welfare
provisions of the original bill,
only two widely appealing items
remained. One was free, universal
pre-kindergarten care for children
three and four years old. But even
this was intended as a grant to state
governments, which would have
wide discretion as to how the money
would be spent. The second - and
by far the most beneficial - was an
extension for another year of the
$3,000 per child tax exemption for
families, already contained in a
previous Congressional act called
the American Rescue Plan, which
has lifted 5.5 million children out of
poverty. But Joe Manchin still did not
agree to retain this benefit, even in
the revised bill. He worried privately
that parents would spend the money
on drugs. It has been shown that
the additional income obtained
through the credit was spent by most
families on children’s clothes, school
supplies, food and rent.
Even the greatly eviscerated bill
that emerged from negotiations with
Manchin was not sufficient to secure
any definite promise on his part or on Sinema’s - to vote for it. The
final step toward complete failure
was not, however, forced upon the
Democrats by the recalcitrant pair,
but by the party leaders. In early
November the Democrats received
a rude shock when Terry McAuliffe,
a prominent member of the party’s

corporate wing, was defeated in
a race for governor in Virginia by
Republican Glenn Youngkin, a
wealthy businessman - this in a state
that had gone to Biden by a voter
margin of 11% in 2020. The panic
was compounded by the fact that the
incumbent Democratic governor of
New Jersey, Phil Murphy - expected
to prevail with a comfortable
majority - was only re-elected by the
narrowest of margins.
As Biden’s approval numbers
plummeted in public opinion polls,
he and leading Democrats became
convinced that only a major legislative
win had any chance of reviving their
fading prospects for retaining their
precarious control of Congress in the
2022 mid-term elections. There was
only one plausible candidate for the
desperately sought victory: Biden’s
smaller infrastructure bill.
For the next few weeks, the
White House prevailed upon House
Democrats to retreat from their pledge
not to vote for the infrastructure bill
unless coupled with the larger Build
Back Better package. By approving
the infrastructure bill separately,
Democrats were abandoning any
leverage they may have had for the
approval of BBB, even in its more
recently truncated form. But that
is exactly what a large majority of
House Democrats did.
To persuade them, Biden
implored the Democrats to put
their trust in his ability persuade
Manchin and Sinema. He vaguely
hinted that he and Manchin had
arrived at something resembling a
common framework for proceeding
on BBB’s passage, even though
the West Virginia senator stated
publicly that he had given Biden no
definite assurances. Yet in the end
House Democrats, including the
progressive caucus, folded under
pressure from the White House
and House speaker Nancy Pelosi.
Within that larger caucus, only six
Democratic representatives - the
‘squad’, composed of Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez, Rashida Tlaib, Ilhan
Omar and Ayanna Pressley, joined
by two others, Cori Bush and Jamaal
Bowman - stuck to their guns and
voted no. But Democratic leaders did
not begrudge them their opposition,
even though they could spare only
three votes to pass any legislation
with Democratic support alone.
In the event, the voting deficit was
made up by 13 Republicans, who
backed the infrastructure bill. With
the Democrats having relinquished
their power to prevent Manchin,
Sinema and big business from
getting what they wanted, Manchin
now felt free to dispense with the
entire charade of negotiations and
announce that he would not support
Build Back Better under any
circumstances.

Outclassed

Biden’s assurances that he can still
work something out with Manchin
are completely unconvincing. It is
now widely acknowledged that Build
Back Better is dead in the water.
In the final analysis, its failure was
not due to inadequate parliamentary
tactics, but to the almost total refusal
of the capitalist class to permit any
major reforms at its expense.
Unlike the 1930s, when the
bourgeoisie was weakened by the
depression, major corporations and
banks emerged in a strengthened
position from the great recession
of 2008. Whatever differences they
may have with the politics of Donald
Trump, they can still count on the

Republican Party to safeguard their
interests on the economic front. And
they also exercise enough control
over the Democrats to neutralise any
attempt to circumscribe their power.
Biden and elements of the
Democratic leadership realise on
some level that a renovation of the
system is necessary to meet multiple
challenges: the Covid crisis; the
newly-arisen Democratic left; the
growing power of the Republican
right and its challenge to what passes
for American democracy; and, above
all, the decline of US global power.
Their party and its modus operandi,
however, are woefully unequal to
leadership intentions.
The party’s inadequacy is evident
in the belief that the ruling class can
be summoned to system-preserving
sacrifice by means of legislation
and behind-the-scenes deal-making
alone, and in the inability to resist
short-term tactical advantage in
favour of longer-term strategy.
But, more than anything else, the
failure is the result of the refusal of
the Democratic Party - committed
to neoliberalism for decades and
headed by politicians on the take
from plutocrats like their Republican
colleagues - to fight back against
ruling class resistance to reform with
anything resembling a class-based
politics.
This refusal explains their
willingness to take as good coin
Manchin’s patently hypocritical
objections to BBB because it
involved
excess
government
spending, when it was designed
to be ‘budget-neutral’ by covering
its expenditures with new taxes on
corporations or the rich, and after
Manchin had voted for the biggest
military budget in the country’s
history. It explains the assertions of
leading House progressive caucus
member, Ro Khanna of California,
that what stood between him and
Manchin was a “philosophical
difference” rather than the fact
that Manchin’s top 10 donors were
among the biggest oil and gas firms,
and that Manchin himself is the
owner of a coal company.
It is why no Democratic politician
rushed to publicise Manchin’s
ludicrous assertion - in response to
a television interviewer, who put
his top 10 campaign contributors
up on the screen - that he does not
know who his donors are; or his
claim that his investments are in
a non-remunerative blind trust,
when the $492,000 he received
in interest and dividends from his
coal company in 2020 alone, not
to mention the $5 million he has
pocketed over the last five years,
are a matter of public record. Fear of
exposing their own venality is also
the reason why Democrats failed to
draw public attention to the rush of
corporate and wealthy contributors
- many of whom have always been
Republicans, and were giving to
Democrats for the first time - to fill
the campaign coffers of Manchin and
Sinema. With enemies like these, the
oligarchs don’t need friends.
And if, as I wrote in my previous
article, the fate of Build Back Better
can be viewed as a test of the ability of
contemporary American capitalism
to renew itself through reform, it is a
test the system has failed with flying
colours this time around l

Notes
1. For the particular contents of each bill,

see my earlier article, ‘A political system
test’ (Weekly Worker September 28 2021):
weeklyworker.co.uk/worker/1364/a-politicalsystem-test.
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IRELAND

Creating a carnival of reaction
James Harvey looks at how and why the island of Ireland was partitioned one hundred years ago

J

anuary 7 marked the centenary of
the vote by Dáil Éireann to ratify
the Anglo-Irish Treaty and thus
bring the Irish Free State (Saorstat
Éireann) into existence. Although
the exact boundaries were not to be
finalised until 1925, this vote in effect
agreed to the partition of Ireland and
the creation of two political entities:
the Irish Free State, a dominion
within the British empire covering 26
counties; and Northern Ireland’s Six
Counties, which remained within the
United Kingdom.
Looking back, partition was the
product of tumultuous events and
revolutionary crises that had gripped
Ireland and Britain since the 1880s;
looking forward, far from resolving
these fundamental contradictions,
partition would simply produce
further crises and yet more instability
in the following hundred years. James
Connolly’s prediction in 1914 when the ‘exclusion’ of some Ulster
counties from home rule was first
mooted - that partition would produce
a “carnival of reaction” has sadly
proven to be all too accurate.1 The
events of one hundred years ago have
cast a long shadow and still continue
to shape politics and society on both
sides of the Irish border.
Thus, understanding how and why
Ireland was partitioned is of more
than academic interest or simply a
chance to refight old battles. It is
essential for Marxists to grasp the
historical dynamics and political
forces that produced and continued to
sustain two sectarian and reactionary
states following the defeat of a series
of revolutionary waves in early 20th
century Ireland.
Understanding
this
history
also has immediate relevance for
contemporary politics across the
island. Partial and plainly inaccurate
readings of history have long been
used to justify and legitimate the
political status quo in capitalist
societies. The current history wars in the US about slavery and racism,
and in Britain about the legacy of the
British empire - show that Ireland
is far from unique in this respect.
However, in Ireland these history
wars have taken a particularly acute
form, especially during the Troubles,
but paradoxically perhaps have
become even more important since
the end of armed conflict.
The outbreak of violence in the
late 1960s simply highlighted the
incomplete nature of the national
democratic revolution and the ways
in which the unfinished business of
partition had long cast a shadow over
the national project and the raison
d’être of the southern state since 1922.
The Dublin establishment needed to
legitimate its own state when faced
with the insurrectionary challenge
of Provisional republicanism and a
fear that violence in the north could
spread south. Similarly, unionists
used historically based narratives to
justify and explain the existence of
the northern state, whilst the British
state likewise rewrote history to
portray itself as a neutral arbiter,
forced to intervene in an ancient
quarrel between two warring tribes.2
So history has long moved far
beyond the seminar room and into
the political and public arena in
Ireland. From the late 1960s and
1970s the so-called ‘revisionist’
controversy has dominated all aspects
of Irish historiography, while since
2012 ‘the decade of centenaries’,
commemorating and celebrating (in
some cases) the events of the early
20th century that shaped modern
Ireland, has also heightened the
public debate on Irish history.3 The
‘decade of centenaries’ and the public

Members of Irish Republican Army’s Flying Column
interest it has aroused on both sides of
the border has also attracted official
and political attention, with a series
of official and unofficial events,
discussions, commemorations and
celebrations marking key events such
as the 1916 Easter Rising.
However, whilst these officially
sanctioned events have naturally been
tailored to fit the current political
agenda stressing reconciliation,
inclusion and the diversity of historical
narratives, they have also engendered
justified criticism from historians
protesting against these distortions
and the rewriting of history.4 Given
that the decade 1912-1922 is the
founding moment of both states on
the island of Ireland, such attempts at
revisionism are both understandable
and necessary for the political class in
Dublin and Belfast. But that is all the
more reason why the working class
movement needs its own analysis and
clear understanding of what happened
in this decisive, formative period.

British imperialism

At the heart of these debates is the
nature of the Irish revolution, and
the defeat of that movement by the
counterrevolutionary forces of British
imperialism and Irish capitalism. Far
from partition being an inevitable
outcome of immutable, historical
ethno-national or ethno-religious
divisions, which pitted ‘Protestant
Ulster’ against the rest of Ireland, the
creation of both the Irish Free State
and Northern Ireland was the result of
more immediate conjunctural factors:
the British state’s strategy to maintain
its control over Ireland by mobilising
the unionist reaction against the
mass movement for national
independence; and the willingness of
the petty bourgeois leadership of that
movement, fearful of the developing
revolutionary elements of this fight,
to limit its struggle and compromise
with imperialism and capitalism.
Thus, a Marxist analysis of partition
must put British imperialism and its
role in Ireland at its centre, if it is to
have any serious value at all.
Given its proximity to Britain,
Ireland has always held an important
place in the political and economic
strategy of, at first, the English state
and, from the 17th century onwards,
the emerging British state. Ireland’s
geopolitical position during the
British state’s struggles with Spain
and France and its majority Catholic
population added another dynamic
to these conflicts. The conquest,
subjugation and exploitation of Ireland
by the British produced movements of
resistance and opposition, which from
the late 18th century increasingly
drew together demands for political
independence with struggles for land
and other economic rights.
Although after the Act of Union
1801 Ireland was legally an integral
part of the United Kingdom, in
practice it was ruled as a colony and
its population regarded by the British
ruling class as an ever-present threat

with the potential to pose a serious
challenge to the political and economic
status quo, both within the United
Kingdom and the wider empire. Marx
and Engels in their writings on Ireland
carefully analysed these relationships
and the important dynamics linking
the struggles in Ireland with those of
the British working class. They were
also quite clear on the importance of
the political and economic interests of
the British ruling class in Ireland and
how these dovetailed into the global
position of British capitalism.5
From the 1880s political divisions
opened up within the British ruling
class about how to manage growing
demands for Irish self-government
and land reform. Faced with a militant
Land League demanding tenant rights,
a process of transfer from indebted
landlords and purchase by Irish
tenants, culminating in Wyndham’s
1903 land reform, laid the basis for an
emerging class of ‘strong farmers’, a
more secure property-owning, rural
petty bourgeoisie. This class and its
professional urban counterparts would
form the backbone of constitutional
political parties campaigning for
devolved government for Ireland
within the United Kingdom - Home
Rule - as well as more radical groups
working for complete separation.6
Whilst the Liberals had advocated
Home Rule as a way of placating Irish
discontent and removing Ireland as a
political issue from Westminster, the
Conservatives were firmly opposed,
seeing any concessions as weakening
the empire and undermining their
political base in military-aristocratic
and finance-capitalist circles. As the
electoral franchise was extended in the
late 19th century, the Conservatives
had developed a mass base drawing
on an updated form of ‘church and
king’ politics, combining social
reform, pro-imperialism, monarchical
patriotism and popular chauvinism,
which could easily fit opposition to
Home Rule into its programme.7
Both the Tories and the Liberals
saw the maintenance of British rule
in Ireland as of fundamental political
and strategic importance: neither
wanted or would countenance an
independent state separate from
the empire. However, the Liberals
saw limited devolution within the
United Kingdom as a way of actually
strengthening the British connection
by reconciling the Irish population to
their place within the Union and the
empire. To the Tories, even limited
self-government was the thin end
of the wedge, which would have
disastrous effects and encourage other
restive parts of the empire to break
free. These divisions over Ireland
reflected wider divisions within the
British ruling class about the future
of the empire, protectionism and
free trade, and how to respond to the
growing demands of the organised
working class in the early 20th
century.
These divisions came to a
dramatic head during the political and

constitutional crisis over the Liberal
government’s 1909 ‘People’s Budget’
and its introduction of a Parliament
Act in 1911, which reduced the
powers of the House of Lords to
obstruct legislation. The Tories
pushed their opposition beyond the
normal limits of bourgeois politics
and the accepted rules of the game, as
hitherto understood by all sections of
the ruling class. George Dangerfield’s
celebrated account of this period
describes the way in which these
divisions and a series of interrelated
crises came together to produce
an unprecedented conflagration,
ultimately ending in “the strange
death of Liberal England”.8 It was in
this period of crisis in the years before
1914 that the issue of Irish Home Rule
became intermeshed with these other
challenges and the partition of Ireland
became a realistic strategic option for
British imperialism.9

Ulster will fight

Ireland became a political issue at
Westminster almost as an accidental
by-product of the vagaries of
parliamentary arithmetic following the
two general elections of 1910, which
left the Liberal government dependent
on the votes of the pro-Home Rule
Irish Party to pass its legislation. In
return Asquith’s Liberals promised
to introduce a Home Rule bill, whose
chances of success were now greatly
strengthened by the reduction in the
Lords’ veto powers enacted by the
Parliament Act.10
Although a useful issue to both
unite a divided Conservative party and
mobilise their electoral base, Home
Rule was much more than an easily
available weapon for parliamentary
games. Increasingly, the Tories used
‘Ulster’ as the key weapon in their
campaign against Home Rule in
Ireland and began arguing that it
was legitimate to organise resistance
to a fundamental challenge to the
established constitutional order.
When the Tory leader, Bonar Law,
called the Liberal government “a
revolutionary committee which has
seized upon despotic power by fraud”
and claimed it could only be opposed
by methods that went beyond
“ordinary constitutional struggle”,
he meant it. There were, he argued,
“things stronger than parliamentary
majorities” and so he could “imagine
no length of resistance to which
Ulster can go in which I should not
be prepared to support them”.11 Such
‘revolutionary’ rhetoric and militant
threats showed that for Bonar Law
and the Tories Ireland was central to
the interests of the British empire in
this period and so the status quo had
to be preserved at all costs.
What gave Bonar Law’s threats real
potency was the growing organised
opposition to Home Rule amongst
the unionist population of Ulster,
especially in the north-eastern counties
of Antrim, Down, Derry and Armagh.
Centred on the urban area of Belfast,
with its shipbuilding, engineering
and textile industries, opposition to
Home Rule was mobilised through
well-established Orange Order and
unionist organisations at a local level.
Initially using the depth of opposition
in these areas to argue that Home Rule
for the whole of Ireland should not be
implemented, the focus increasingly
turned on ‘Ulster’s’ opposition to any
form of limited devolution.
The reactionary sectarian politics
of the Orange Order and the Ulster
Unionists were given free rein. Home
Rule was denounced as ‘Rome Rule’:
a Home Rule parliament would place
loyal Protestants at the mercy of their
hereditary Catholic enemies, who
would seek to undermine ‘Ulster’s’

modernity and economic progress and
further the interests of the backward,
rural south. A poem written by Kipling
to rally support in Britain for the
unionist cause captures the racist and
bigoted nature of this sectarian appeal.
It describes the qualities of Irish
Catholics as “murder done by night,
treason taught by day, folly, sloth and
spite”, going on to warn of “the war
prepared on every peaceful home”
and “the hells declared for such as
serve not Rome”. Calling for loyalty
to “one law, one land, one throne”,
it threatened violent resistance to the
betrayals of a treacherous parliament:
“if England drive us forth, we shall
not stand alone”.12
Under the leadership of Edward
Carson and the Ulster Unionist
Council and with the financial and
political support of Bonar Law and
the Tories in Britain, a campaign to
resist Home Rule began in earnest in
1912. Drawing on the social networks
of the Orange Order and local unionist
elites, landowners and business
people, a mass campaign to sign the
Ulster Covenant, establish an armed
militia, the Ulster Volunteer Force
(UVF), and prepare a ‘Provisional
Government’ to take control of
‘Ulster’ in the event of Home Rule
being passed had taken shape by
1913. This movement clearly added
weight to the Tory threats of militant
resistance and posed a real challenge
to the Liberal government from which
they naturally backed away.
Lenin accurately compared the
UVF and the Orange Order to the
Russian reactionary pogromists,
the Black Hundreds, and argued
that the Liberals, “the lackeys of the
moneybags”, would not put up any
kind of a fight and were only “capable
of cringing before the Carsons”.13
This failure on the part of Asquith’s
government was most clearly seen
during the Curragh mutiny in 1914,
when a section of the British army
officer corps stationed in Ireland ‘let
it be known’ that they would not
‘move against Ulster’, thus breaching
military discipline. No action was
taken against them. In the face of such
‘unconstitutional’ opposition within
the state machine and further threats
of civil war, all that the Liberals could
do was to back down and offer yet
more concessions to the Tories and
their unionist allies.
The possibility that ‘Ulster’
would be excluded from Home
Rule seemed increasingly likely, but
the matter was put into abeyance
by what for many in the Asquith
government was the welcome
outbreak of World War I.14 The idea
of partition and the legitimation of
‘Ulster’s’ resistance to even modest
measures of devolution was now
clearly established and could emerge
again when required. However, the
reactionary alliance between the
Tories at Westminster and the Ulster
Unionists was designed not simply
to defeat this very limited autonomy
within the United Kingdom, but was
rather part of a much wider strategy
of popular mobilisation in defence
of the empire and the constitution
that could be turned against the
increasingly militant British working
class movement. When Bonar Law
told the assembled ranks of the UVF,
“You hold the pass for the empire”,
this was much more than a figure of
speech; it was the central core of the
Tory campaign against Home Rule.15

Irish revolution

The growth of a movement for Irish
national independence following
the Easter Rising of 1916, and
culminating in Sinn Féin’s electoral
victory in the 1918 general election,
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posed a serious challenge to British
rule in Ireland. Winning 73 out of 105
seats (six pro-Home Rule MPs were
also elected with Sinn Féin support:
the unionists secured 26 seats, largely
in north-east Ulster), the party took
this as a mandate to establish an
independent republic.
Sinn Féin MPs did not take
their seats at Westminster, but met
instead in Dublin as Dáil Éireann
- the assembly of Ireland. Initially
conceived as part of a campaign
of passive resistance and civil
disobedience that would establish
alternative structures of government
and so undermine British rule, the
British suppression of the Dáil and
other attempts to crush the movement
for independence, the armed guerrilla
campaign of the Irish Republican
Army provided a militant response.
Combined with widespread popular
support, the IRA’s armed struggle
made the ‘normal’ functioning of the
British state in Ireland impossible.
As the militant campaign for
independence accelerated in 191920, the British undertook a ruthless
counter-insurgency
campaign,
deploying troops, along with the
notorious Black and Tans and
Auxiliaries, to defeat the IRA. These
state terrorists carried out murderous
reprisals and collective punishments
against the civilian population, whilst
the British government suspended
basic democratic rights and civil
liberties in an attempt to undermine
support for the republicans.16
Republican leaders such as Michael
Collins, Eamon de Valera and
Arthur Griffith were petty bourgeois
nationalists and socially conservative
Catholics, who wanted to maintain
existing property relationships and
the established social order.17 They
actively reined in any movements
for the redistribution of land or the
occupation of factories, aiming
instead for their ideal of a selfgoverning bourgeois society, in which
people like them ruled and prospered.18
Even so class conflict ran
in parallel with the struggle for
independence, frequently bringing
militant workers and the rural poor
into direct conflict with the Sinn Féin
leadership and the IRA.19 A protest
general strike against British plans to
introduce conscription in 1918 was
just the beginning of the rapid growth
in trade union membership and a
wave of working class militancy,
such as the Limerick Soviet in 1919
and land seizures in rural areas.20 The
leadership’s strategy was to use their
popular base and the IRA’s military
campaign to secure negotiations
with the British rather than unleash a
genuinely revolutionary movement.
However, even with a leadership of
this timid character, the movement in
Ireland still posed a major threat to the
interests of British imperialism and
capitalism.
In the immediate aftermath of
World War I an exhausted British
imperialism faced challenges at
home and abroad. A militant working
class movement in Britain fought
for improvements in wages and
conditions, with many political and
trade union activists influenced by the
example of Soviet Russia. There were
strong fears within the British ruling
class that the wave of revolution
could spread to Britain. There were
similar fears about the empire,
with movements for independence
developing in India and Egypt.
Attempts were made to crush these
movements: the Amritsar massacre
in 1919 was just the most blatant of
a whole series of repressive measures
taken throughout the British empire
to maintain imperialism’s grip over its
colonies.
Seen in this light, the crisis in
Ireland goes beyond a little local
difficulty and becomes quite central
to the threats that the British ruling
class faced. The broad outlines and
aims of British strategy in Ireland

were clear, although how they were
to be effected still remained an open
question and subject to a range of
factors and dynamics. Given Ireland’s
geographical and strategic position,
its domination by British capitalism
and close integration into the British
economy, it was clear that the British
state could not be indifferent about
the stability of the country and the
protection of vital British interests in
Ireland. Furthermore, an ignominious
retreat from Ireland - England’s oldest
colony - in the face of a successful
popular movement would be a
significant spur to similar movements
throughout the empire.
The British advocates of Home
Rule had recognised in the 19th
century that Ireland could not be
governed in the old way. Instead,
they sought to maintain the essence
of British control and safeguard
their selfish strategic, political and
economic interests by reconfiguring
the forms of British rule. This entailed
drawing in the emerging urban
and rural bourgeoisie - politically
represented by the constitutional
nationalists of the Irish Parliamentary
Party - into a new governing
partnership: Home Rule. With due
recognition of the significant political
changes that had occurred since 1914,
it was an updated form of this strategy
that the British government now
attempted to implement in 1920.

Ireland Act

One important change was a major
shift in the balance of political
forces within the British ruling class.
Although headed by Lloyd George,
nominally a Liberal, the coalition
government that had been returned
following the 1918 general election
was dominated by Conservatives,
with strong representation from those
Tories who had been closest to the
unionist cause during the pre-1914
Home Rule crisis, including Bonar
Law, Lord Birkenhead (formerly FE
Smith) and Walter Long.21 To this
government the interests of the empire
and ‘Ulster’ would be paramount and
effectively identical.
The Government of Ireland
Act 1920 came into effect in 1921,
partitioning Ireland by establishing
two Home Rule parliaments in
northern and southern Ireland. The
act was a dead letter in most of the
country, but it was implemented in the
north and so established the political
and constitutional status quo that still
remains in place today. The devolved
government set up in ‘Northern
Ireland’ survived the negotiations
that resulted in the Anglo-Irish
Treaty 1921, as well as the Boundary
Commission 1924-25, which was
subsequently charged with defining
the boundaries of the new statelet.
Partition can thus be dated not
from the Anglo-Irish Treaty, but the
Government of Ireland Act: it was a
British ‘solution’ to ‘the Irish question’
and was already a fait accompli even
before the Irish delegation set off for
London to hold talks with the British.
The political rationale for partition
presented by the coalition government
drew heavily on contemporary
ideas of ‘self-determination’ and the
protection of the rights of minorities,
which allegedly informed the
Versailles and other post-1918 peace
treaties. Unionist arguments about the
existence of a homogenous ‘Ulster’
community - with a distinctive
political, economic, cultural, religious
and ethno-national character that
distinguished it from the rest of
Ireland - were used by the British
government to justify partition.22
Politically, the government of
Ireland would be at arm’s length from
Britain and safely removed from party
politics at Westminster. However,
broader British interests were met
by the two devolved parliaments
having rather limited autonomous
powers over their internal affairs,
whilst remaining within the

United Kingdom. Thus politically,
strategically and economically,
Ireland would firmly remain under
British control.
The ‘southern’ parliament never
functioned and the republican
leadership continued to oppose both
partition and the limited form of
self-government that the act offered.
However, in the north, despite some
initial reservations from unionists
suspicious of any government
structure that smacked of ‘Home
Rule’, elections were held and a
new Northern Ireland parliament
was formally opened in May 1921.
Unionist objections were quickly
overcome when it was clear that in the
six counties designated as Northern
Ireland the unionist electorate would
form a clear majority, although in
Tyrone, Fermanagh and the city of
Derry unionists actually constituted
a minority. As the Unionist leader
James Craig argued the six counties
were the largest area that contained
a “decisive Protestant majority,
in which unionist power could be
guaranteed in perpetuity”.23
In creating a viable and compact
territory, the Government of Ireland
Act had secured the political interests
of the overall unionist majority at the
expense of a significant nationalist
minority, which was incorporated
into the new statelet without consent.
As unionists themselves recognised
at the time, this Northern Ireland
was something of a political fiction
specifically designed to secure a
‘Protestant state for a Protestant
people’. Three Ulster counties with
significant minorities of unionists
- Donegal, Cavan and Monaghan remained outside the new dispensation
in ‘southern’ Ireland, showing that,
for all the talk of the organic territorial
and cultural unity of Ulster that was
heard during the Home Rule crisis, it
was political expediency and British
interests that decided the issue in the
end.
The embryo of the new northern
state lay in the political and social
networks of unionism, including
the Ulster Unionist Council and its
local associations dominated by local
landed and business elites, the Orange
Order and the UVF, which would
simply be rebadged as the Ulster
Special Constabulary and become
an armed militia compromising a
majority of the adult male Protestant
population of the Six Counties.24
Westminster stood aside and allowed
the unionists to get on with the job
of setting up their new state - with
generous financial support from
Britain and a cadre of experienced
civil servants and police officers
to organise the administrative and
security apparatus.
The new state was born in violence,
with repression and sectarian attacks
directed at the Catholic population,
especially in Belfast and Derry.
Attacks on Catholic workers in the
shipyards and factories, along with
forced expulsions from their homes,
added to the sense of defeat amongst
the beleaguered minority. These
measures and pogroms were soon to
be followed in the early 1920s with a
more systematic, conscious strategy
to maintain the unionist ascendancy,
including electoral gerrymandering,
structured discrimination in public
housing and employment practices,
and emergency special powers
legislation.
This rotten edifice was to
remain substantially intact until
the mobilisation of the nationalist
population through the civil rights
movement began to challenge the
state in the late 1960s, paving the
way for the mass insurrection of the
Provisionals that finally brought
down Stormont in 1972.

Truce and treaty

The establishment of a new
southern state would not be far
behind. Although the Dublin

establishment defines its state as
the product of a revolutionary
struggle for independence and the
negotiations that produced the
Anglo-Irish Treaty in December
1921, the Irish Free State could be
seen as in effect the continuation of
the stillborn ‘southern’ parliament
that the Government of Ireland Act
had enacted in 1920.
There was, however, a major
constitutional difference, which
would cause serious political
divisions and ultimately civil
war. Rather than an independent
republic, this new state was now
a self-governing dominion within
the British empire, with the British
monarch as head of state and an oath
of allegiance taken by members of
the new Dáil.
Moreover, whilst
formally the Irish Free State covered
all 32 of Ireland’s counties, the six
counties of Northern Ireland were
given the right to opt out of the
arrangement, which they duly did.
In the Dáil debates about the
treaty, symbolic issues such as the
oath of allegiance and the Free
State’s constitutional relationship
with the British empire loomed
larger than partition, but, as
opposition grew to the settlement
in the spring of 1922, the treaty’s de
facto acceptance of the division of
the island became more significant.25
Given the way that the pro- and
anti-treaty positions ostensibly
defined the ‘civil war’ politics of
Fianna Fáil and Fine Gael in the
26 counties until the 1980s, it is
not surprising that the conduct
of the treaty negotiations and the
acceptance of the Free State as a
stepping stone to ‘the Republic’
- the “freedom to gain freedom”,
as Collins described it - has long
fascinated historians and formed the
stuff of political knockabout.26
However, for the Irish left the
question is a rather more serious
one than simply accusing Michael
Collins of betrayal or lamenting
the tactical mistakes of the Irish
delegation during the negotiations.
Given the nature of the leadership
of the independence movement and
its very limited aims, some form
of partial settlement was perhaps
inevitable. These ‘conservative
revolutionaries’
wanted
an
independent Irish state and were
prepared to use political violence
to secure that objective. What they
did not want was a revolution that
radically altered the social and
economic structures of Irish society.
There were political and tactical
limits to their militancy and these
had been reached when they sat
down to negotiate with the British
in 1921.
The IRA’s campaign was
designed to politically discredit and
undermine British rule in Ireland
rather than defeat the crown forces
on the field of battle: despite some
brilliant operations by the IRA flying
columns and the ruthless campaign
of the Squad in Dublin, for Collins
and the other leaders the objectives
of the armed struggle were always
more propagandist and diplomatic
than military or revolutionary.
As petty bourgeois nationalists,
the leaders of Sinn Féin and the
IRA could not take the struggle
forward and complete the national
democratic
revolution.
They
deliberately confined themselves
to the political, economic and
social structures laid down by
British imperialism and Irish
capitalism. The alternative strategy
of mobilising the Irish masses in
a real revolutionary struggle and
linking up with the British working
class to fight their common enemies
was impossible for them to even
contemplate, let alone initiate.
The defeat of successive
republican leaderships shows the
political and strategic weakness of
these movements, not simply the

personal weaknesses or betrayals
of this or that individual. Even the
most successful campaigns, such as
that of the Provisionals in the 1970s,
have run up against that barrier and
will do so again, while militant
republican politics confine the
struggle to the limits set by British
imperialism and Irish capitalism.
British imperialism partitioned
Ireland and so created two sectarian,
reactionary states on both sides of
the border to meet its political and
strategic interests. The subsequent
political and economic development
of the whole island after 1921 has
continued to be shaped by that
carnival of reaction, which in a
different form is still reproduced
by the communalised politics of
the Six Counties and the corrupt
bourgeois democracy of the Dublin
establishment.
Centenaries are always a
good opportunity to look back,
but in the case of the treaty and
the partition of Ireland they
are perhaps more importantly a
chance to look forward to a new
working class politics that begins
the real struggle to overcome the
division of Ireland and overthrow
the reactionary states that emerged
from the defeat of the Irish
revolution in 1921 l
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Epstein saga continues
With Andrew Windsor embroiled in the scandal, with Ghislaine Maxwell facing years in jail, with the
possibility of top names being named, Paul Demarty searches for the roots of bourgeois depravity

G

hislaine Maxwell’s conviction
on five of the six charges
against her has revived interest
in the rather baroque crimes of which
she was a part.
Though Maxwell - until relatively
recently merely an obscure socialite
with a rich and peculiar financier
boyfriend - protests her innocence
and proclaims her intention to appeal,
we cannot rate her chances. There
are strictly legal reasons for that - the
weight of witness testimony against
her, primarily - but also political
ones. She is convicted, among other
things, of the sexual trafficking of
a minor, and the man for whom she
played procuress was, of course, that
boyfriend - Jeffrey Epstein, who, like
Maxwell’s father, Robert, died in
dubious circumstances, apparently by
his own hand.
Epstein’s tale is now notorious: the
son of working class Jewish parents in
Brooklyn, he climbed the greasy pole
of high finance at just the moment the
neoliberal era unleashed its fearsome
appetites, becoming apparently very
wealthy as a fund manager. In that
capacity, he gained a number of
wealthy and influential friends, in
politics and in business (especially
in his home turf of financial services,
and in high technology, with which he
seems to have been obsessed).
He also developed an appetite
for young girls, typically in their
mid-teens, though some as young as
13 have made accusations against
him. His predatory sexual desires
were overlaid with a disturbing
eugenicist outlook: he seemed to
relish the prospect of producing heirs
to what he saw as a priceless genetic
inheritance. Such girls, in later years,
were assembled for his pleasure by
Maxwell.

Famous friends

But Epstein knew that any pleasant
diversion is best shared with friends.
The real drama of the case has to
do with who, exactly, showed up to
what event at the same time as the
hosts of prostituted 16-year-olds who
surrounded him, and what exactly did
they do, or know was done.
Among the more eye-catching
names in Epstein’s rolodex are two
former presidents of the USA, Bill
Clinton and Donald Trump; Andrew
Windsor, the duke of York (more
of whom anon); and Bill Gates,
whose recent divorce was blamed by
anonymous ‘sources close to’ his exwife, Melinda, on his association with
Epstein.
The law caught up with him
in 2006, but he was essentially let
off with a short stay in a minimum
security prison barely distinguishable
from the average yoga retreat.
Understandably many of his victims
were less than happy with this
outcome, and pursued remedies in the
civil courts; the most famous of these
is Virginia Giuffre, then Roberts, who
has since accused prince Andrew and
Alan Dershowitz, the lawyer and
unhinged Zionist ideologue, of - how
to put this - enjoying her company
before she was of legal age. In 2019,
new charges were filed in New York.
After having a request for bail denied,
Epstein was found dead in his cell in
August of that year.
That left Maxwell as public enemy
number one, and she well knew
it, retreating from public view and
stonewalling a flood of new civil
actions against her and Epstein (and,
after his death, Epstein’s estate). The

Both of Andrew’s friends have now been found guilty
FBI finally creaked into action and
tracked her down with a stingray
device, which can locate a particular
mobile phone in a local area. Having,
at the very least, disastrously bungled
this affair twice - the first time with
Epstein’s 2006 sweetheart deal and
the second with Epstein’s suicide,
which involved a series of staggering
blunders on the part of his jailers there was never much chance that
Maxwell would get away clean.
She is awaiting sentencing, and
could face up to 65 years. Questions
remain as to whether she could get a
more generous term by rolling over
on other accomplices of Epstein
(whoever they may be …), and in
any case her conviction necessarily
turns attention - again - onto all those
others who allegedly participated in
Epstein’s depraved bacchanals. After
raiding his New York residence,
police found a safe containing among diamonds, fake passports and
other gewgaws of the international jetset - numerous lewd photographs of
girls, including some later confirmed
to have been underage at the time,
and CD-ROMs labelled in a way that
implies they may legally compromise
other (unnamed) individuals.
This side of the pond, of course, the
most famous confrère of Epstein is
the queen’s favourite failson, Andrew.
He has not stopped squirming in the
last two and a half years - the question
is whether he has also been sweating.
Various legal confections to get him
out of a civil suit with Giuffre in the
US have - so far - failed, and so that
court has demanded that he provide
evidence of the bizarre claim that he
had lost the ability to perspire in the
South Atlantic War (Giuffre, who was
photographed with the prince on at
least one occasion, claimed that on the
night they had sex Andrew “sweated
all over her”). His even more peculiar
alibi - that on the night in question
he had taken his daughter to a Pizza
Express in Woking for a birthday
dinner - has yet to be substantiated by
any independent witnesses, but then
we cannot all have as incorruptible
a memory of a decades-old visit to a
popular restaurant chain as Andrew
apparently does.
Just as the establishment more or
less protected Epstein back in 2006,

and happily rehabilitated him on his
release, so Buckingham Palace has
supported Andrew throughout his
own ordeal. This is alleged to be a
whim of Elizabeth herself, who dotes
on him the way mothers sometimes
do favour their most stupid, most
clay-footed children. Yet even that
patience may soon be exhausted, and
Andrew has already lost his trade and
diplomatic roles. But what about his
ceremonial military titles? Can he
hold onto the title of prince and the
duchy of York?

Understanding

With so many famous faces in the
margins of this story, it is sure to run
and run, however punitive Maxwell’s
sentence turns out to be. What it has
to teach us rather depends on your
outlook. For those inclined somewhat
towards conspiracy theories, this is all
a hand-wrapped gift from god. After
all, there certainly was a conspiracy,
even if it only involved Epstein and
Maxwell - the question is rather how
many others get pulled into the fracas.
Epstein’s death is already the subject
of fervid speculation and, while I
have always found conspiracy-leftism
to be hopeless, even I must admit that
a far better explanation of this event
is owed us than has been forthcoming
from the authorities so far.
The political danger of conspiracy
theories is that, to reverse a phrase
of Marx’s, the ‘coat disappears into
the tailor’ - that is, that phenomena
governed by basically impersonal
social laws instead appear as
deliberate acts of moral evil on
the part of powerful individuals.
The Marxist account of history is
powerful, because it abstracts from
individual concrete crimes to the
conditions of possibility of crime in
general and in its particular species; it
is therefore counterposed as a method
to the analysis of social phenomena as
merely facets of a criminal conspiracy.
There is, however, an opposite
error - to construct a theory of
capitalist society so abstract
that crime and immorality must
disappear from it altogether. Such
is, more or less, the legacy of
Moishe Postone, whose inheritors
denounce any expression of outrage
at the concrete forms of corruption

in society at large - classically, state
collusion with finance capital - as
an embryonic form of anti-Semitic
conspiracy theory. It should be stated
unambiguously that this is a worse
error than conspiratorialism. Insofar
as Marxism has any practical political
import, it must be able to account for
the endemic corruption and moral
scandal of capitalist social life, and to
offer reasonable assurances that these
will not be repeated if our movement
is successful. (This need not bother the
Postonites, whose real politics - when
you get down to it - are a degenerate
successor to the ordoliberals’ fear of
the mob.)
The trouble is to get things the
right way around - to understand
moral depravity, or at least some
subset of it, as an effect rather than a
cause of social structures, especially
class structures. It so happens that,
when it comes to the Epstein scandal,
the case is very easy to make. After
all, sexual exploitation of the weak
is a peccadillo of all historic ruling
classes, from the droit de seigneur
of the medieval lord to the rampant
use of slaves for sex, both in the
ancient world and in the antebellum
southern US - and even to the 12th
century bishop of Winchester, Henry
of Blois, who obtained a licence
from the king to run a string of
brothels across the south of England
(his employees were whimsically
nicknamed the ‘Winchester geese’).
Equally characteristically, rising or
progressive classes denounce such
outrages as evidence of the need for
change.
The last such class to successfully
supplant its exploiters was, of course,
the bourgeoisie; but - for all the piety
of Calvinist and Quaker entrepreneurs
in the high period of the industrial
revolution - the result has been the
same. Already, by the 1840s, Marx
and Engels could have a good laugh
in the Communist manifesto at the
sport among bourgeois gentlemen
of seducing each others’ wives; by
the end of that century, moral panics
about child prostitution in British
cities were routine and, while perhaps
exaggerated by conservative religious
sentiments, certainly reflected a real
and dismal phenomenon among poor
women.

At the end of that historical
development is someone like Epstein,
who more or less reinvents the
aristocratic veneration of one’s own
blood and sense of entitlement to
the bodies of one’s lessers from first
principles. In place of the sociopathic
knights so ably brought to popular
consciousness by Game of thrones, we
have this bizarre gasbag, a billionaire
drunk on pound-shop Nietzscheanism
- him and his corrupt, cowardly and
equally narcissistic friends.
Such a conclusion follows from
the essence of class rule. For if class
rule is to continue for any length of
time, it needs consent, which means
it needs a legitimating ideology. The
legitimating ideology of capitalism
is at its core the idea that the wealthy
deserve their wealth (whether because
they are members of John Calvin’s
elect, or because they are smart, or
whatever); which inverted the old
aristocratic form of legitimation that
nobility and talent was passed down
in the bloodlines of great families.
But, as the generations pass by, even
the dubious origin myths of capital
become unsustainable - the grandson
of some magnate cannot claim to
have earned the fortune he inherits,
but only that his grandfather earned
the privileges of his descendants.
We have arrived, in other words, at
a functionally identical ‘aristocratic’
class self-conception - one easily
adopted by an arriviste like Jeffrey
Epstein, as he mixed with scions of
the bourgeois elite like Ghislaine
Maxwell.
For this reason, no outcome of
Maxwell’s sentencing or appeals can
be satisfactory. As the last woman
standing, with Jeffrey’s rich male
friends scurrying to hide in their
foxholes, Maxwell shall carry the
can; but it is not because justice must
be seen to be done, but rather that
justice was already obviously denied,
and some example must be made as a
distraction.
After she is put away, the ‘great
men’ of our day - or the greatest
available in such philistine times - will
find a way to satisfy their appetites,
however violent or depraved. It is,
after all, their birthright l
paul.demarty@weeklyworker.co.uk
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TALKS

Factory of falsehoods

Moshé Machover slams the hypocrisy of an Israeli aggressor state demanding sympathy as a victim state

A

t the time of writing, the
outcome of the Vienna talks
about restoring the Iran nuclear
deal - the 2015 Joint Comprehensive
Plan of Action (JCPOA), preventing
Iran from achieving nuclear weapon
capability1 - is hanging in the balance.
Should we believe persistent news
reports of an ‘unbridgeable gulf’
between the positions of the US
(which withdrew from the deal during
the Trump presidency) and Iran?
Perhaps. But they could just reflect
bargaining postures, as often happens
in hard negotiations, which seem to be
at the precipice of breakdown before a
last-minute agreement.
One thing is sure: Israel, the
kibitzer in this political poker game,
is doing all it can to prevent any real
rapprochement between its US patron
and the Iranian bête noire.

Preserving

‘The Iranian threat: no nukes for us
- or Israel’,11 he writes:

Iranian delegation at the Vienna talks

What are Israel’s real concerns? Israeli
propaganda repeatedly claims that
Iran is aiming to achieve capability to
produce nuclear weapons, because it
intends to annihilate Israel. Here is a
typical example, from an address by
prime minister Binyamin Netanyahu
at Yad Vashem on Holocaust
Remembrance Day, April 15 2015:

demise,” Halevy said. “It is also
wrong that we inform the world
that the moment the Iranians
have a nuclear capability there is
a countdown to the destruction
of the state of Israel. We are the
superpower in the Middle East and
it is time that we began behaving
like [a] superpower,” he said.4

Just as the Nazis aspired to crush
civilisation and to establish a
‘master race’ to replace it in
controlling the world, while
annihilating the Jewish people, so
too does Iran strive to gain control
over the region, from which it
would spread further, with the
explicit intent of obliterating the
Jewish state. Iran is advancing
in two directions: the first is
developing the ability to arm
itself with nuclear weapons and
accumulate a stockpile of ballistic
missiles; and the second - exporting
the Khomeinist revolution to
many countries by heavily using
terrorism and taking over large
parts of the Middle East.2

Of course, Israel is not indifferent to
the prospect of Iran achieving nuclear
weapon capability. But its concern is
not fear of being ‘obliterated’; rather,
it is worry about any erosion, however
slight, of its position as hegemonic
regional superpower. This position
depends, among other factors, on its
being the only Middle Eastern state
possessing a nuclear arsenal,5 as well
as the only one that has refused to sign
the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation
of Nuclear Weapons (NPT). It is by
far the most aggressive, expansionist
state in the region, operating a prolific
policy of assassinations;6 frequent,
widely reported bombings in Syria
and Lebanon; and attacks at sea on
ships carrying Iranian oil.7
This state-terroristic practice
depends on its enemies and rivals
having no effective means of
deterrence, as that would tilt the
military balance and diminish Israel’s
overwhelming advantage. Iranian
nuclear capability could constitute
such a deterrent, albeit not a very
serious one. In fact, a more credible
deterrent is Iran’s development of
conventional missiles that would
exact an unacceptably high price in
retaliation for an Israeli attack8 - which
is why Israel is lobbying for inclusion
of a ban on this development in any
revived Iran nuclear deal.
By the way, the same logic applies
to Israel’s evident concern about
the rather advanced state of missile
build-up by Iran’s Lebanese ally, the
Hezbollah. There is no real danger
of Hezbollah initiating an aggressive
military action against Israel; but its
missiles are now a credible deterrent
against a repeat of Israel’s extensive,
aggressive incursions into Lebanon,
or a massive strike against Hezbollah’s
patron, the Islamic Republic.

This is, of course, sheer nonsense. Iran
has neither the intention nor the ability
to ‘obliterate’ Israel. Allegations
to the contrary are figments of
hasbarah, Israel’s efficient factory of
falsehoods. True, Iranian leaders have
occasionally expressed the hope that
the Zionist regime would collapse and
disappear. But this is wishful thinking
rather than a threat that Iran was going
to initiate military action to bring
about the demise of Israel, as claimed
by the Israel-friendly media.
The most notorious instance of
this deliberate falsification involved
a statement made on October 26
2005 by Iran’s president, Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad. He was quoting the
Islamic Republic’s first leader’s
expectation that “this regime
occupying Jerusalem must vanish
from the page of time”. This was
widely misrepresented as a threat to
“wipe Israel off the map”.3
Moreover, even if Iran achieves
“the ability to arm itself with
nuclear weapons”, it would pose no
existential danger to Israel. This was
emphatically pointed out by Ephraim
Halevy, a former chief of Mossad
(Israel’s counterpart of the CIA and
MI6). Addressing a conference held
in February 2008 in Israel’s Institute
for National Security Studies,
Ephraim Halevy slammed Israeli
political leaders for calling Iran’s
nuclear threat ‘an existential
threat’. “There is something
wrong with informing our enemy
that they can bring about our

Political concern

However, from the perspective of
preserving Israel’s absolute regional
hegemony, the greatest concern is not
the purely military one. It is political.
In his lecture, from which I have
quoted above, Ephraim Halevy went
on to say: “Iran’s real goal [is] to
turn itself into a regional superpower
and reach a ‘state of equality’ with
the United States in their diplomatic
dealings.” This is a rather inept way
of putting a valid point. Of course,

Iran can never reach a state of equality
with the US in diplomatic dealings;
but a détente between the global
hegemon and the Islamic republic
would certainly upgrade the latter’s
regional position. This would imply
some erosion of Israel’s regional
hegemony, because it is unlikely that
as part of the US-Iran deal the latter
would acquiesce in Israel’s leading
regional dominance (as Egypt, Saudi
Arabia and the Gulf states have done).
I have repeatedly pointed out that
in this respect Israeli interest may
diverge from American ones. For
example, a year ago I wrote:
I have my own view on the
possibility of an arrangement of
some sort between the United
States and Iran. Of course, it would
depend on many contingencies,
but, as the nuclear deal struck
by Barack Obama proved, there
are circumstances where it is
possible for these two states to
come to an agreement. In my
opinion, Israeli hostility to Iran
is more far-reaching than that of
the USA. It would be acceptable
for the Americans under certain
circumstances to strike such an
agreement - provided Iran behaved
like an obedient client state. That
would involve giving Iran some
kind of respect as a major power in
the Middle East. But Israel would
oppose such an arrangement,
because Iran is regarded as an
obstacle to its own regional
hegemony.9
This explains Netanyahu’s vehement
efforts to dissuade the US Congress
under the Obama administration from
signing the 2015 nuclear deal, and his
encouragement to Trump to withdraw
from the deal (not that Trump needed
much encouragement). As several
Israeli military commentators pointed
out, the US withdrawal left Iran free
since 2017 to enrich uranium to a
higher concentration, thus coming
closer to nuclear weapon capability
than while the deal held. Netanyahu’s
anti-deal advocacy would indeed
have been irrational if his main
concern was Iran’s nuclear capability.
But it was quite rational, given that
his priority was to exacerbate US-Iran
relations.
The same logic applies to the
Vienna talks. As the well-informed
Iranian-American scholar, Trita Parsi,
has recently pointed out,
It’s not the nuclear deal that’s the
problem for Tel Aviv, but the very
idea that Washington and Tehran
would reach any detente at all …
[T]he details of the deal are

not the real problem. It’s rather
the very idea of Washington and
Tehran reaching any agreement
that not only prevents Iran from
developing a bomb, but also
reduces US‑Iran tensions and lifts
sanctions that have prevented
Iran from enhancing its regional
power …
There is a curious passage
in the [New York] Times piece
[published on December 10]:
“American officials believe that
so long as Iran has not moved to
develop a bomb it does not have
a nuclear military program, since
it suspended the existing one
after 2003. Israeli officials, on the
other hand, believe that Iran has
continued a clandestine effort to
build a bomb since 2003.” If true,
has Israel shared that intelligence
with Washington? If so, it has
failed to persuade the CIA and
the International Atomic Energy
Agency. If it hasn’t been shared,
why not? And why did the Times
choose to publish this rather
inflammatory allegation without
investigating these very basic - not
to say critical - questions?
The moral of the story is this:
US and Israeli interests on Iran
diplomacy are irreconcilable.
Biden’s efforts to square the circle
have predictably failed. Biden
must choose whether he will
pursue America’s interest or Israel.
This should not be a difficult
choice.10
Whatever political differences we
may have with Parsi, his diagnosis
of Israel’s main concerns is correct.
Israel is doing its damnedest to prevent
any agreement in Vienna. It resorts
to various provocations, including
barely veiled threats of taking major
unilateral military action.
In my opinion, the probability of
such action - an all-out Israeli attack
on Iran - is thankfully not high.
There are no signs in Israel of serious
military preparations for this scenario,
or of fortifying civilian population
centres against expected Iranian and
Hezbollah retaliation. However,
escalation of the relatively low-level
raids and assassinations that have
become routine is most probable; and
these can get out of control and lead
to an unintended major conflagration.

Nuke-free

Meantime, as Akiva Eldar, a senior
Israeli political commentator, has
recently remarked, what could
deflate Israel’s puffed-up bullying
posture is a serious proposal for
a nuclear demilitarisation of the
Middle East. In an article entitled

Over the years we have learned
that when a politician or a general
declares that “all options are on
the table” he is actually referring
to a single option - the military
option. Supposedly that’s the only
option that will remain to Israel if
the negotiations with Iran don’t
produce a nuclear agreement that
satisfies the political leadership in
Jerusalem.
… Has anyone read or heard
about preparations for the
possibility that Iran will announce
that it accepts all the restrictions that
the United States wants to impose
on it; that in addition, it will allow
inspectors from the International
Atomic Energy Agency to visit
its nuclear installations without
advance warning, and will even
agree to extend the treaty by
another 15 years - all that, on one
condition: that Israel signs exactly
the same document?
… As far as is known, the
decision-makers in Jerusalem,
those who declaim that “all options
are on the table”, did not consider
the possibility that Iran would
pull out the doomsday weapon:
an overall agreement for nuclear
demilitarisation of the Middle East
- including Israel - and acceptance
of all the demands. It’s much sexier
on television to show helmeted
pilots talking about preparations
for war.
Akiva Eldar has his tongue firmly
in his cheek when warning against
this “doomsday weapon”. But the
point he is making is serious. We
should call for a Middle East free
of nuclear weapons. Israel will, of
course, reject the very idea - as it
has done in the past - but it will
serve to expose its hypocritical
stance of an aggressor demanding
sympathy as a victim l

Notes
1. Note that what is at issue is Iran’s alleged

intention to become a ‘nuclear threshold
state’, able to produce nuclear warheads at
short notice. As recently confirmed by the
CIA, there is no credible evidence that Iran
has actual plans to produce such a weapon
(see www.timesofisrael.com/no-evidenceiran-has-decided-to-weaponize-nuclearprogram-cia-chief-says).
2. From Netanyahu’s official website, April
16 2015: www.netanyahu.org.il/en/news/944holocaust-remembrance-day-address-byprime-minister-benjamin-netanyahu-at-yadvashem.
3. See J Steele, ‘If Iran is ready to talk,
the US must do so unconditionally’ The
Guardian June 2 2006; ‘Lost in translation’
The Guardian June 14 2006.
4. ‘Iranian nukes mean the end of Zionism’
Jerusalem Post September 9 2008. The title
of the JP article is a quote from Ephraim
Sneh, a politician who expressed the kind of
alarmist view Halevy was dismissing; see
my article ‘Zionism: propaganda and sordid
reality’, Weekly Worker September 17 2008:
weeklyworker.co.uk/worker/737/zionismpropaganda-and-sordid-reality.
5. Estimated at between 80 and 400 nuclear
warheads: see en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Nuclear_weapons_and_Israel.
6. See my article. ‘Champion assassinator’
Weekly Worker January 16 2020:
weeklyworker.co.uk/worker/1282/championassassinator.
7. www.haaretz.com/opinion/.premium-howto-start-a-war-1.10079341.
8. An Iranian news report regarding a recent
missile exercise stresses its “deterrent
power to the enemies”. See www.presstv.ir/
Detail/2021/12/24/673295/Iran-fires-ballisticmissiles-stark-warning-Israel-drills-end.
9. ‘Champion assassinator’ Weekly Worker
January 16 2020: weeklyworker.co.uk/
worker/1282/champion-assassinator.
10. responsiblestatecraft.org/2021/12/12/
bidens-efforts-to-appease-israel-on-iranhave-failed-on-all-fronts.
11. www.haaretz.com/opinion/.premiumthe-iranian-threat-no-nukes-for-us-orisrael-1.10499558.
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POLEMIC

Self-declared heretic replies

Tony Greenstein insists that the merging of LAW and LIEN is precisely the ‘twin-track’ approach that Jack
Conrad advocates

R

eplying to Jack Conrad, I feel
as if I am being accused of
denying that the sun revolves
around the Earth. My crime is having
“abandoned any pretence to working
class politics”. In other words, I am a
heretic. I am fortunate not to be burnt
at the stake.
What is ironic about Jack’s
accusation (‘Something serious
is
needed’
Weekly
Worker
December 16) is that, if anyone
is guilty of this charge, it is Jack
himself, who stubbornly refuses
to use any form of Marxist or class
analysis in relation to the current
political and economic crisis in
Britain and Europe. Indeed there is
no analysis.
However, a few words about
Jack’s method. His article is littered
with snide innuendo and personal
attacks. I am accused of being
“an occasional contributor” to
the Weekly Worker, albeit “not an
attentive one”. This prompted me to
go through the list of articles I have
written for the Weekly Worker over
the years. Even I was surprised 150!1 One article a week for 3 years
is hardly “occasional”. Why the need
for this sneering condescension?
Jack regurgitates what the
German working class did in 1875,
Russia in 1917 and the formation
of the Labour Party over a century
ago, without even a hint as to why
there has not been a successful
working class revolution since
1917. It hardly needs to be said that
the conditions arising out of the
formation of the German working
class - Bismarck’s attempts to outlaw
the Social Democratic Party and his
Kulturkampf - the repression of the
tsarist autocracy and the conditions
surrounding the founding of the
Labour Party bear no resemblance to
today.
Unfortunately we do not have
mass strikes in the docks, the mines
and on the railways, as happened
before and after World War I. Yes,
capitalism still exists, but it has not
stood still. Dockers and miners barely
exist any longer. The information
technology revolution has taken its
toll on groups such as printers. Yes,
the same contradictions between
capital and labour still exist, but the
European working class today, its
state of organisation and political
consciousness have changed out of
all recognition. Yet to Jack this is all
irrelevant.
Yes, the 20th century was a
century of “wars and revolutions”
(mostly wars), but most revolutions
were not working class revolutions.
The main form of class warfare
has been wars against imperialism
and colonial occupation, but these
have, with few exceptions, not
progressed beyond the replacement
of the colonial masters with a native
comprador class.
To imagine that we are in a
revolutionary or pre-revolutionary
situation is to engage in the politics
of fantasy and wishful thinking.
It might therefore be thought
that the question of how we form
a mass revolutionary Marxist
Party and indeed whether it is
possible at this juncture might at
least merit some consideration by
Jack. Because if it is not possible
today to form such a party then
the question is what form of mass
socialist organisation is possible
in the face of an authoritarian
government prepared to outlaw
demonstrations, deport Assange
and play the race card, whilst

Is advocating yet another hopeless broad left project really heretical nowadays? No, sadly it is what passes for common sense
indulging in the most reactionary
form of identity politics.
Jack’s motive for writing his
article is the merger that took
place following two all-members
meetings of Labour Against the
Witchhunt and the Labour In
Exile Network. While Jack admits
that the words ‘liquidation’ and
‘closing down’ did not appear in
the successful motions, our denials
that this was the purpose are
“clearly a pedantic attempt to pull
wool over eyes ... [to] cover up, to
obfuscate, to hoodwink”. Clearly
nothing I say will convince Jack
of our good intentions, because it
suits his purposes to believe in our
ill intentions.
At no stage did Roger
Silverman, Esther Giles or myself
- to say nothing of the 63% of
LAW members who voted for the
successful motion - contemplate
or argue for an end to the fight
against the witch-hunt. Nor have
we ever argued that anyone should
resign from or abandon the fight
against Starmer in the Labour
Party. However, with democracy
abolished within Labour, it is
impossible to mount a successful
fight inside the party. The fight has
to be largely conducted from the
outside.
The reason why the CPGB is so
willing, even eager, to abandon the
supporters of the Corbyn movement
is that they never understood what
was happening in the first place.
Jack says:
… sad to say, the younger
generation ... were not politically
determined, not politically
educated and therefore did not
fully engage. They... had not
much of a clue when it came to
national executive elections.
Bizarrely,
comrade
Greenstein says we write off
these people and are “happy” to
see 150,000 of them “disappear”
... No, comrade, we ... want
them educated, we want them
organised. But this will not
happen if we attempt to do the
impossible and follow them
to their 150,000 different
destinations.
Yes we also want to see the

education and politicisation of
those who identify with the Corbyn
movement. So how does packing up
your tent and retreating into one’s
own sect help educate people?
It is precisely because we do not
wish to follow people to 150,000
different destinations that we have
sought to create a new organisation
out of LAW and LIEN. It is
therefore bizarre that the CPGB
first opposed this and then simply
walked away. You may not follow
those who leave, but you have
nothing to say to them when they
do disappear, except that they
should join a tiny sect which wants
to form a mass Communist Party
some time in the next 100 years.
That simply isn’t serious politics.

2017 election

The Corbyn movement represented
an insurgency of the dispossessed. A
genuine mood of popular anger at the
unexpected election victory of David
Cameron in 2015 with the second
lowest vote ever (for a majority
government) as a result of the near
decimation of the Lib Dems.
It is because of this failure to
understand the Corbyn movement that
Jack has chosen to rewrite the history
of the 2017 general election, which
represented the high point of that
movement.
Jack mocks my “rather sad lack
of self-awareness” and my “amazing
powers of prediction”. When I wrote
my blog article, ‘Labour can win if
Corbyn is bold’, on April 20 2017,2
virtually no-one - the CPGB included
- predicted anything other than a
massive defeat for Labour.
Eddie Ford wrote on May 4 2017:
“There have been some very worrying
regional polls for the Labour Party all of which strongly indicate, as we
have long predicted, that the party is
heading towards a crushing defeat on
June 8” (my emphasis).3
Reporting on the May 7 CPGB
aggregate in the following issue of the
Weekly Worker, Pete Manson wrote:
Comrade Conrad stressed that the
result of the election was not really
in doubt, as shown by the May 4
local elections, where the Tories
gained 563 seats, while Labour lost
382 …
So, barring some unforeseen

development, the result of the
general election seems pretty clear
…
I also pointed out that the left’s
false optimism about the likely
general election outcome, plus its
exaggerated praise for some of
Corbyn’s positions, were hardly
helpful in assessing where we were
at in the fight to transform Labour
(original emphasis).4
He added that Mike Macnair thought
there would be a “very substantial
Tory majority”.
On May 18 2017 James Marshall
lamented:
Theresa May’s hard Brexit stance
and appeals to working class
national chauvinism have proved
very effective. Her calculation
being that Tory remainers have
nowhere else to go ... Therefore the
expectation of a Tory government
with perhaps a majority of up to
150.”5
But now Jack writes: “Well, what
was the result? Against a hapless
Theresa May, Labour experienced a
tremendous surge in support in the
last week or two of the campaign and
secured 262 seats.”
Theresa May certainly came to be
seen as “hapless”, but on April 20 she
had been “strong and stable” and Jack
went along with that. Hindsight is a
wonderful thing.
However, Corbyn was defeated so
Jack proudly proclaims that, unlike
the CPGB, “comrade Greenstein
got it wrong”. That is “nothing to
be ashamed of, but nothing to brag
about either”. I’ll let Jack into a
secret. The only people who said that
Corbyn was defeated in 2017 were
the Labour right and people like John
Woodcock.
Firstly I did not predict that
Corbyn would be prime minister
and a Labour government would be
formed. Corbyn winning an election
and becoming prime minister were
clearly two different things. Of
course, the latter would have been an
extremely remote possibility, since
there was a hard core of at least 50 in
the Parliamentary Labour Party who
would have committed mass suicide
rather than vote for Corbyn as prime
minister. What I foresaw was that

Labour would gain support and seats,
and could become the largest party.
My article of April 29 2017 was
titled ‘Labour can win if Corbyn is
bold’, not ‘Labour will win’. Likewise
my article of June 3 was headed ‘Is
Labour on the threshold of victory?’,
not ‘Labour is on the threshold of
victory’.6 In that first article I wrote:
Theresa May has taken a gamble
that her 21% lead will hold. It is a
gamble that she may yet come to
regret.
There is only one direction
that her lead can go and that is
down. Once her lead falls, then
a snowball effect can take over.
What is essential is that Labour
marks out the key areas on which
it is going to base its appeal ...
No election is guaranteed to
be without its surprises. Theresa
May is a cautious conservative.
She is literally the product of her
background, a conservative vicar’s
daughter. Reactionary, parochial
and small-minded, she is a bigot
for all seasons. What doesn’t help
is that she is both wooden and
unoriginal. The danger is that
Corbyn tries to emulate her.
I defy Jack to find an article making
these same points when the election
was called in April 2017. On June
1, as the opinion polls began to turn
in Labour’s favour, David Shearer
wrote: “It is evident that the reason
why we cannot win a majority at this
time is not the personal and political
shortcomings of Jeremy Corbyn, but
the sabotage of his leadership carried
out by the Labour right.” Nonetheless,
Shearer told readers that “we should
realistically expect a Tory victory”.7
Shearer was right. Corbyn could
well have won the general election if
the Labour right had not been covertly
campaigning for the Tories. At the
time I was only dimly aware of this
sabotage. What happened only came
out later in Labour’s leaked report.
On June 3 I wrote: “My initial
prediction that there would or could
be a hung parliament was based on my
assessment of the situation. This is still
quite possible.” But I also cautioned:
We could be in for a period of
political instability ... A Tory
government is still possible if it
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cobbles together a coalition of the
Lib Dems and the Ulster Unionists/
DUP. Even a majority Tory
government cannot be ruled out.
Unlike Jack, I apparently got it wrong!
On June 15 I wrote one of those
“occasional” articles - ‘May’s fatal
miscalculation’8 - in which I explained
exactly why it was dangerous to rely
on opinion polls to gauge the mood of
the working class. Jack Conrad was
having none of this and wrote on July
13: “Comrade Greenstein criticises us
for taking opinion polls seriously. OK,
if he has another, better, more accurate
method of judging the public mood
outside a general election, he ought to
let us into the secret.”9
This is a truly staggering statement.
A group which aspires to be the core
of a mass revolutionary Marxist party
is telling us that the best way to judge
the mood of the working class is to
read the opinion polls! As I stressed
in everything I wrote, I did not have
a crystal ball. However, what I did do
was to look at what was happening
on the ground instead of accepting
the views of the bourgeois press. As
we know, the polls adjusted their
results on the assumption that young
people would not vote. Because that
assumption was false, everything else
followed.
My views were formed and
hardened as a result of campaigning
locally. In Brighton Kemptown,
where a Tory marginal turned into
a Labour majority of nearly 10,000,
I was impressed that such was the
depth of opposition to school cuts that
there were long banners outside every
school detailing the cuts. Nationally
there were mass rallies that Corbyn
was addressing in the heartland of
Brexit territory. Even in prosperous
Leamington Spa, which Labour
gained, Corbyn addressed a mass
meeting of over 8,000.

Catechism

Likewise Jack and the CPGB are
misjudging the mood of those who
have left or been expelled from the
Labour Party. They are angry - but
also politicised - by six years of trench
warfare with the Labour right. It is our
duty to ensure that they do not simply
disappear. Hence why we are merging
LAW and LIEN.
Even Jack admits that “LAW has
done very little, has been paralysed
even”. Why then would he want to
preserve it in its current form other
than as a stage prop to parade at rallies?
Jack tells us that “we have a fully
worked out strategy... a twin-track
approach”. And what is this wonderful
strategy? “The main emphasis [is] on
the struggle for a mass Communist
Party.” Perhaps he can tell us how
this strategy differs from their strategy
for the past 30-plus years and how
successful it has been. This is no
strategy: it is at best an aspiration - or
a fantasy.
There is no possibility of forming a
mass revolutionary Communist Party
today. We are not in 1917 or at the end
of World War I. Marxism and class
analysis are about taking the particular
period we are in and understanding the
relative strengths and weakness of both
ourselves and our opponents. We have
seen over 35 years of industrial quiet
with a recomposition of the working
class and the halving of trade union
membership.
The Corbyn era stands out as
the exception to this - an advance
on the political side which was
not accompanied by increased
social and industrial struggles.
The question is how we can
adapt our tactics and strategy to
meet the current circumstances
of an unprecedented witch-hunt
in the Labour Party and unify the
thousands under attack by Starmer
and Evans. To this the CPGB has
no answer other than build a mass
Communist Party. Jack calls this a

strategy. I call it a religious dogma
masquerading as politics.
There are serious political and
theoretical questions we have to face
up to and retreating into slogans and
fixed formulations turns Marxism not
into a guide to action and a means
of analysis, but into a catechism.
Dialectics become the means of
bewitching your critics.
We should not shy away from
questions such as whether the western
working class today is capable of the
revolutionary overthrow of capitalism
when at the height of its industrial
power. When class-consciousness was
at a peak, they fought economic but not
political battles, leaving the latter to a
reformist Labour Party. Why should
an atomised and deunionised working
class fare any better today or tomorrow?
To that Jack has no answers.
We are facing a very serious
ruling class attack on the most basic
democratic rights that previous
generations have won. We are told
citizenship is a privilege, not a right. We
have a Police Bill that outlaws effective
protests, a Border Immigration
Bill which allows citizenship to be
removed from someone without them
even knowing and an overtly racist
state that consciously divides and
rules. But to the CPGB the state isn’t
even racist!
Forming a socialist movement is
crucial to generalising the fightback
against these attacks. It is through
such struggles that the fight for a mass
socialist party of the working class can
be born, not through parroting empty
slogans.
Jack Conrad dismisses the
proposed new organisation as “yet
another rickety, broad left lifecraft”.
In other words, all attempts to unify
the socialist left are doomed to failure.
This is a recipe for passivity and defeat.
He is arguing that no attempt should be
made to consolidate the left, to build on
the gains of the Corbyn era or harness
the anger of members/ex-members
against the Labour bureaucracy.
In the most bizarre section of
his article Jack gives us a lesson in
theoretical physics and cosmology,
and analogies between Marxism
and the laws of physics. Quite what
bearing water turning to steam and the
merits of the steady state and infinite
expansion of the universe have to do
with questions of revolution leaves
me baffled.10 Leaving aside the
controversies over the Big Bang and
singularity, I am at a loss to see how
the theory of quantum mechanics,
whereby sub-atomic particles can
only exist in certain energy levels,
parallels the political process. Water is
inanimate, whereas human beings are
conscious.
There may be no halfway houses
in the wider universe (although even
this is debatable), but there clearly
are under capitalism. For example,
the bourgeois revolution itself is a
halfway house between feudalism and
socialism. The question is how we get
there.
Jack tells us that “revolutionary
parties do not need revolutionary
conditions in order to grow”. So
perhaps he can tell us why for the
whole of the CPGB’s existence there
has been no growth? The essence of
the scientific method is that one adapts
or changes one’s theory on the basis
of the evidence, yet Jack supplies
us with just assertion. I accept that
consciousness can grow very rapidly,
given the right set of conditions. The
problem is that we don’t yet have those
conditions.
Jack also tells us that such a
party can only be built “top down”.
I disagree. We are not in 1917, with
a small working class and a large
peasantry. As conditions change, our
tactics change. Yes, the working class
has largely been atomised. That does
not mean that it has disappeared, but
that its consciousness of itself for itself
has diminished.

Yes, the slogan, ‘bourgeois workers
party’, is today meaningless. It was
relevant a hundred and more years ago,
as trade unions and socialist parties
formed, but today we are seeing the
complete destruction of the Labour
Party as a working class party.

Brexit

In order to ‘prove’ his thesis that
I have abandoned working class
politics Jack accuses me of being
merely “a mere tail of the bourgeois
‘remain’ campaign”. If this is true,
then there is indeed substance to
Jack’s criticisms. I am in effect being
accused of having crossed class
lines. The most honest thing to do
would be to immediately resign as
vice-president of Brighton and Hove
Trades Council, since it is clear that
I have one foot, if not both, in the
camp of the bourgeoisie!
There is no truth whatsoever in
this allegation. It is part of a ‘dead cat
strategy’ designed to divert attention
from Jack’s own absence of anything
to say. I took no part in the People’s
Vote Campaign, which was clearly
an anti-Corbyn project.
It was barely two months ago, that
the Weekly Worker wrote that
… the Festival of Resistance owes
comrade Tony Greenstein a little
debt for managing to get in and
take on Joti Brar, the number two
in George Galloway’s Workers
Party ... comrade Greenstein
managed in his two minutes to
mention the historical dichotomy
between international revolution
and ‘socialism in one country’. He
reminded us that Galloway had
“specifically said that Trotskyists
are not welcome in the Workers
Party” ... Worse, Galloway had
actually given support to Nigel
Farage and the Brexit Party (as
had Joti Brar). “You cannot win
the working class to socialism by
appealing to the worst common
denominator,” said comrade
Greenstein - a militant remainer.11
Two months ago I was a “militant
remainer”, but today I am virtually
Peter Mandelson’s aide!
Joti Brar defended Galloway by
pointing out that Tony Benn had
appeared on the same platform as
Enoch Powell in the EEC referendum
in 1975. Tony Benn was wrong then
and Galloway is wrong now. Just as
it was wrong for the Labour Party to
fight independence in Scotland by
allying with Tories. My position has
always been absolutely clear on this.
We don’t ally with bourgeois parties.
What irks Jack is that I fervently
oppose Brexit, I voted against it
and have written and argued against
it. Brexit was always a project of
the nationalist right and far right.
Lexit was a nationalist delusion at
best and a product of the backward
political consciousness of a layer of
demoralised workers.
Brexit was supported by sections
of the northern working class on
the basis that migrant workers
constituted a threat to their wages and
living conditions. It was a reactionary
product of deindustrialisation and
despair, based on the widespread
demoralisation consequent on the
defeat of the miners in 1985.
The economic and political
unification of Europe, which was
the aim of the European Union, is
politically progressive, as opposed
to the division of Europe into
competing states with their own
tariffs and customs. Just as when
production moved from the home
to the factory socialists did not
oppose this and demand a return to
the old ways. That was what Engels
called ‘feudal socialism’. Workers
demanded a shorter working day,
higher wages and the recognition
of unions. Of course, socialists are
critical of the EU as a capitalist club,

11

What we
fight for

but in the words of one worker, “I
don’t see why I should change one
set of exploiters for another because
they are Jewish”.
The unification of Europe is a
project that cannot be completed
under capitalism, because even in
the age of multinationals capitalism
is based on competing nation-states.
However, just because we oppose
capitalism it does not mean that we
are opposed to everything under
capitalism. As Trotsky wrote in
‘Learn to think - a friendly lesson
to ultra-leftists’, “The policy of the
proletariat is not at all automatically
derived from the policy of the
bourgeoisie, bearing only the
opposite sign - this would make
every sectarian a master strategist.”12
The CPGB by way of contrast
took no position at all on the most
fundamental political question to
confront the working class and the
Corbyn leadership since 2015. Instead
it used its opposition to referenda - a
subsidiary question - to abstain on
an issue that was being debated the
length and breadth of the country. Far
from participating in this debate the
CPGB abstained. This was a serious
political error, which you are now
compounding by your attitude to any
recomposition of the Corbyn left.

n Without organisation the
working class is nothing; with
the highest form of organisation
it is everything.
n There exists no real Communist
Party today. There are many
so-called ‘parties’ on the left. In
reality they are confessional sects.
Members who disagree with the
prescribed ‘line’ are expected to
gag themselves in public. Either
that or face expulsion.
n Communists operate according
to the principles of democratic
centralism. Through ongoing debate
we seek to achieve unity in action
and a common world outlook. As
long as they support agreed actions,
members should have the right to
speak openly and form temporary
or permanent factions.
n Communists oppose all imperialist wars and occupations but
constantly strive to bring to the fore
the fundamental question–ending war
is bound up with ending capitalism.
n Communists are internationalists.
Everywhere we strive for the closest
unity and agreement of working class
and progressive parties of all countries.
We oppose every manifestation
of national sectionalism. It is an
internationalist duty to uphold the
principle, ‘One state, one party’.
n The working class must be
organised globally. Without a global
Communist Party, a Communist
International, the struggle against
capital is weakened and lacks
coordination.
n Communists have no interest
apart from the working class
as a whole. They differ only in
recognising the importance of
Marxism as a guide to practice.
That theory is no dogma, but
must be constantly added to and
enriched.
n Capitalism in its ceaseless
search for profit puts the future
of humanity at risk. Capitalism is
synonymous with war, pollution,
exploitation and crisis. As a global
system capitalism can only be
superseded globally.
n The capitalist class will never
willingly allow their wealth and
power to be taken away by a
parliamentary vote.
n We will use the most militant
methods objective circumstances
allow to achieve a federal republic
of England, Scotland and Wales,
a united, federal Ireland and a
United States of Europe.
n Communists favour industrial
unions. Bureaucracy and class
compromise must be fought and
the trade unions transformed into
schools for communism.
n Communists are champions of
the oppressed. Women’s oppression,
combating racism and chauvinism,
and the struggle for peace and
ecological sustainability are just
as much working class questions
as pay, trade union rights and
demands for high-quality health,
housing and education.
n Socialism represents victory
in the battle for democracy. It is
the rule of the working class.
Socialism is either democratic or,
as with Stalin’s Soviet Union, it
turns into its opposite.
n Socialism is the first stage
of the worldwide transition to
communism - a system which
knows neither wars, exploitation,
money, classes, states nor nations.
Communism is general freedom
and the real beginning of human
history.

Alternative methods

Yes, the Fabians were in a distinct
minority at the founding of the Labour
Party, but, when it came to policy
formation, they were prominent. For
example, clause four was the product
of Sidney Webb, founder of the
Fabians and the New Statesman. What
matters is not quantity, but quality!
Because capitalism is incapable
of planning and is driven by profit
and capital accumulation it is unable
to deal with Covid. It is also through
global warming endangering the very
existence of human civilisation. If the
revolutionary overthrow of capitalism
is not possible, then we have to look
at alternative methods of preventing
human catastrophe. Socialists have
to try and unify the disparate social
movements into a force for change in
a society and system that is producing
climate disaster. Clinging to slogans
and rigid doctrine as a substitute for
strategic thinking is a serious political
mistake.
The CPGB and Labour Party
Marxists made a serious political
error in walking out of LAW, having
lost the vote. Instead it should have
asked why the majority of the LAW
steering committee found itself in a
minority. Instead of putting forward
cogent plans as to how we can take
the campaign against the witch-hunt
forward you have retreated into a
sectarian bunker.
I can only hope that you emerge
with revolutionary speed! l
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Red, young and programmed

Ties van den Bogaard introduces Rood (Red), its struggle against an anti-socialist witch-hunt and its
recently adopted programme

W

e are Rood, the biggest
(revolutionary)
socialist
youth organisation in the
Netherlands. We used to be the
official youth organisation of the
Socialist Party (SP), but because
of organisational and ideological
differences, which will be explained
later in this letter, we are no longer.
Rood stands for a world that is
fundamentally different from the one
we currently live in. A world where
workers are in power, a world where
capital does not control the means
of production. The current political
system and its status quo is no place
for leftwing politics. Instead we must
build up the workers’ movement with
the emancipation of all people as the
goal.
Since late November 2020 we as
Rood have been in conflict with the
SP, of which we were the official
youth wing until last summer. The SP
took a number of very undemocratic
actions in late 2020, including
expelling members who started
internal discussions on a party course.
As Rood’s general assembly refused
to support the expulsions and even
elected a few of the expelled members
to our board, the relationship between
Rood and the SP started to get very
strained.
This led to Rood becoming
more independent and eventually
being removed as the official youth
wing of the SP. While this was a
very impactful development in our
organisation, we have not given up
our fight. As well as our activism
we also drew up a programme, in
which we describe our principles as
a socialist organisation, on which
we base our activities. Below is an
English translation of the programme.
Rood believes that international
cooperation with other leftists
is of the utmost importance. We
believe that in order to strengthen
the workers’ movement - not only
nationally, but also internationally
- we must maintain strong relations
with other left groups. The struggle
against capitalism - an inherently
international system - cannot be
fought separately in different nations,
so we should unite our struggle across
state borders. Capitalism by its very
nature is an international system and
efforts to overthrow this system will
ultimately have to be international as
well.
The first step in strengthening
the workers’ movement on an
international level is by getting to
know other organisations. This is the
main purpose of this letter. As we have
recently formed our international
affairs committee, we decided it
would be a good idea to send this
letter to other socialist organisations
to introduce ourselves. If you are
curious and want to learn more about
Rood, our board is always willing to
talk about our organisation and how
we could possibly help each other.
An example of how we might help
each other is by exchanging speakers,
who can inspire us by discussing the
situation of the workers’ movement in
each other’s countries. Another option

From official youth wing to rebel outcasts
is to stand in solidarity with each
other’s activism and to provide each
other with interesting perspectives
taken from our experiences on the
national level.

I. Analysis

Capitalism and contradictions
Our era is characterised by insecurity,
crisis and the exploitation of mankind
and nature. These problems are the
result of the relations between the
economic classes. In our time - the
capitalist era of history - this is the
relation between the proletariat (the
working class) and the bourgeoisie
(the possessing class).
Everyone who depends directly or
indirectly on the wage fund is part of
the working class. Not only workers,
but pensioners, the unemployed and
people who depend on the income of
others are also part of this class.
The possessing class consists
of those who own the means of
production, which consist of all that
is necessary for the production of
commodities and services. In our
system it is the possessing class, a
small minority, that has the power.
Their interest is generating as much
profit as possible at the cost of
humanity and nature. Their interests
are opposed to ours.
This is most obvious in the
workplace, where working people
struggle for a higher wage and better
working conditions, while capital
wants the opposite. But also other
forms of oppression, such as racism,
sexism and oppression of LGBT
people, are amplified by capitalism.
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If you have little money and are at
risk of losing your job at any moment,
you will think twice before you speak
out against oppressive systems.
Another example of these opposite
interests is the climate crisis. Because
capitalists only produce for profit
they are destroying this planet. The
disastrous consequences end up on
the plates of those who are most
oppressed. Individual action is not
enough: it is the system that counts.
Democracy and the state
Although we have won many
democratic rights in the Netherlands,
such as universal suffrage, our system
is still not democratic. The economy
and production are in the hands of
the capitalists. On top of this their
lobbies have a lot of influence on our
legislature.
Employees have almost no say
in how the means of production are
used. Nor is the state apparatus on
our side: it is their task to ensure that
capitalism continues to function and
they will protect the private property
of the capitalists. On the other hand,
capital is able to circumvent the
law or ignore it without serious
consequences.
Politics
The current political establishment,
including ‘left’ parties, cannot offer an
answer to the exploitation and crises
of capitalism. It does not solve the
contradiction between the working
class and the possessing classes.
Although the fight for reforms
within capitalism is very important,
we also acknowledge its limitations.
As long as the capitalist system exists,

these reforms will be permanently
under pressure. Neither do social
reforms, such as the implementation
of social security or a minimum wage,
solve the contradictions between
classes. Only a socialist system can
ultimately and fully emancipate
humanity.
On the other hand, there have
been historic attempts at breaking
with capitalism and implementing
socialism, such as in the Soviet
Union. These did not bring the radical
change we are looking for and they
mostly degenerated into bureaucratic
dictatorships. We should learn from
this history and avoid making the
same mistakes.
Imperialism and war
Capitalism is an international
system. There exists an international
hierarchy of nations based on
oppression and violence. As long as
this system exists, and the producers
of arms have an interest in war, there
will be no peace.

II. Goal

Our struggle is the struggle for the
emancipation of humanity as a
whole. This does not just mean the
fight against discrimination in our
current societal context, but also the
liberation of all of humanity from
oppression by ending class society.
We aim for a society in which
everybody contributes according to
their abilities and receives according
to their needs. Where the economy
is organised in a transparent and
democratic manner, without money
or private property. Where labour
is not a necessity for survival, but a
desire of every human being. Where
the state has withered away. In short, a
society where humanity can develop
free from oppression.
Aside from the struggle to end
class society, we also want to
contribute to the daily struggle.
Under capitalism we fight for social,
political and democratic rights, such
as better services for students or more
control over your workplace. Our
point of departure is the youth, but
we also fight for the interests of our
class as a whole.

III. The road

The working class will have to
organise itself for its interests,
because it does not have access to
power nor the means of production.
The contradictions of the system
ensure that it will have to keep doing
so. Ultimately it is in the interest of the

working class to break with capitalism
and to implement socialism. That is
why we want to merge the struggle
of the labour movement with the
struggle for socialism.
The struggle for socialism cannot
be fought in parliament alone. The
institutions of the state are not on
our side. That is why we need to
win the support of a majority of the
population, so we might overthrow
the capitalist state and found a
democratic republic under the rule
of the working class. This seizure of
power, in which the working class
takes over the institutions of the
current system, breaks them down
and replaces them, is the revolution
we fight for.
This is not possible in just one
country. Capitalism is an international
system and the capitalists also wage
the class struggle internationally.
A seizure of power in one or a
few countries will be hindered by
economic isolation and embargos.
That is why we have to organise
internationally.
To obtain our goal we have to strive
for an independent socialist party that
fights for the interests of the working
class and is closely associated with
unions and social movements; a party
independent from capital and the
state. This party has to be internally
democratic as well. If we want to
democratise society we have to
start with ourselves. The party has
to fight for freedom of expression,
publication and information and all
its representatives have to be elected
and revocable. There need not be a
unity in theory, but acceptance of key
ideas and unity in action.
As Rood we are not this party.
However, as a youth organisation
that fights for a new society, we do
see the necessity of such a party.
To accomplish this we have to
orientate ourselves to the existing
labour movement. Through activism,
agitation and education we attempt to
politicise the youth and to organise
it against capitalism. We have to
strengthen social movements and
spread our ideas and analyses.
It is our duty as a socialist youth
organisation to train young people
into becoming political leaders of
the working class. This way we can
contribute to the movement which
will form the basis for the seizure
of power by the working class and
which will eventually lead to the
emancipation of humanity as a
whole l
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